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Trin Welcomes first Greek Week Week of Activities
Celebrates Earth Day

JULIET IZON

STAFF WRITER

If any of 'y° u have read
Pledged* I'm sure all of you wondered what it would be like to go
to a real, live, university that has
things like cheerleaders <
,= school
spirit, and Greek Week. I may not
be able to help you out with the
first two (but trust me, if I could
prance around in a cheerleader
uniform, I would in a heartbeat),
but this year little ol' Trinity finally got its own Greek Week.

Now compared to the crazy
games of powder puff football
that end in six girls going to the
emergency room, our Greek
Week might not have been as
crazy, but the InterGreek
Council did an amazing job putting together events in which the
whole community could share.
This past week, starting on Apr.
20, the IGC coordinated a variety of speakers, activities and
service projects all in an effort to
promote a greater sense of community on campus.

The festivities started off on
Wednesday afternoon, when each
Greek organization was given
their own table outside of Mather
and prospective rushees could ask
questions and get information
about the rushing process.
That night at AD, an open
forum on Trinity's new integrity
contract was held. Panelists
included Dean Alford, Katie
Gage '05, Jason Gallant '05 and
school chaplain Dan Heischman.
Students and faculty alike were
able to discuss in depth the pros
and cons of rewriting our integrity contract and the impact it will
have on future Trinity students.
The next day, Trinity's new
Muslim chaplain, Sohaib Sultan,
led a talk at St. Anthony's Hall on
diversity, specifically on promoting understanding in the secular
circles at the college. The lecture
was followed by a variety of student speakers and a group discussion.
Friday brought nice weather
and a perfect excuse for the first
annual Greek Week Dodgeball
Tournament on the quad. "It was
by far the best Friday night of the
year," said Ben Leong '06.

Katie Gage

A few Kappa sisters table on the Gave Patio to start Greek Week.

see STUDENTS on page 13

Jeff Lapennas

Members of Green Campus plant a tree behind Williams.
EMMA BAYER
STAFF WRITER

Trinity's Green Campus
group celebrated Earth Day with
a series of environmentally
friendly activities and resources
Friday.
Earth Day was first celebrated by 20 million people across
America on Apr. 22, 1970 - the
same year that President Nixon
established the Environmental
Protection Agency. Earth Day
has since expanded into an internationally celebrated holiday.
"We put a huge effort into
publicizing and promoting this
event," said Vickie Kong '05, the
president of Green Campus.
"Even though we put a lot of

energy into this Earth Day on
April 22, we are firm believers
that people should celebrate
Earth Day every day."
Green Campus, which recently,, split off from ConnPIRG,
worked with SGA, Chartwells,
Buildings and Grounds, and several corporate sponsors. Staples
donated stickers to hand out and
place in mailboxes, and Tom's of
Maine sponsored a clean-up of
the Connecticut River on
Saturday.
Green Campus also did
chalkings
around
campus
reminding students to reduce,
reuse, and recycle, and tabled all
see GREEN on page 8

ta Sponsors aSale Hillel Sponso
Charity Denim
JENNIFER MOOR

ARTS WRITER

the "dressing rooms," girls resorted to changing behind the
FEATURES EDITOR
dividers set up near the walls and
The designer jeans bandwag- in the middle of the room, dividon made a pit-stop in the ing the last table from the unused
Washington Room on Wednesday half of the room.
of last week. Hosted by the sororThe clothing was provided by
ity Zeta Omega Eta, jeans were Charity Denim, an organization
put on sale at 50-60 percent off founded by Steve Price-in May of
the regular prices. All of the 2004. Price previously worked in
hottest designer jeans could be the apparel industry and used his
foimd at the sale, along with connections and knowledge of the
skirts, tank tops, and other pants. business as a stepping point to
Girls flocked to this event, wait- start Charity Denim. "The apparing outside the door in anticipa- el industry is such a small world,
tion of the opening at noon. Tents so I knew designers [I could go
were set up as dressing rooms to]," Price commented, "I've
with mirrors positioned around
them. To avoid the long lines of
ASHLEY BELL

On Wednesday, Apr. 20th,
the Trinity College Hillel sponsored the production of "Cabaret
At the Edge of the World." In
tribute to the upcoming memorial holiday for the victims of the
Holocaust, the show's dedication
read: "To the Six Million (a reference to the six million Jews
who were killed at the hands of
the Nazis): May the memory of
the martyrs be a blessing." As a
member of both the Jewish faith
and the audience of this performance, I am saddened to say that if
"Cabaret At the Edge of the
World" was Trinity College's
attempt at an appropriate memorial for these people, it fell
incredibly short of its commemorative aims.
Let me make clear that this is
not a condemnation of the eight
performers who contributed their
singing and acting expertise to the
show. Their participation demonstrates more conviction for this
cause than the majority of our
campus has. "At The Edge of the
World" was performed in the
artistic style of a Cabaret (various
skits broken up by song), giving
each actor the opportunity to
showcase his or her skills via dramatic monologues or as soloists
singing in Yiddish. By perform-

Abi Moldover

Shoppers browse the merchandise at the Charity Denim sale.

see CABARET on page 17

Abi Moldover

The full cast of "Cabaret At the Edge of the World."

Read about why Jimmy Jones
should not be cleaning up litter
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Shortly after midnight this morning, the better part of the Trinity community had their inbox flooded with several emails whose purpose served only to
confuse, bias and undermine the ways in which students vote in today's SGA election as well as for a number of referendums.
The first problematic email was the official ballot sent to all students
allowing them to vote in the elections via links to voting and survey Web sites.
Once one was directed to the survey sites to vote for the various referendums
however, issues arose in how the questions were worded and explained. For
example, the referendum regarding the experimental integration of first-year and
upperclassmendorms was at first worded to ask the participant whether he or she
would support such an experiment. The pros and cons for getting rid of class
dorms were then listed, but was then followed by the phrase "This referendum
will pass if you vote no," directly before the "yes" and "no" checkboxes. This
change in the wording of the question is not only confusing but will likely skew
the results.
•
_ The following question had the problem of grouping together three separate issues to vote on, forcing those voters who didn't feel unanimously for or
against all three proposals to either not vote or vote for something they don't really want. Even more perplexing was that the pros and cons were worded and
described in a manner that blatantly promoted the agenda and desires of the SGA,
ending with "The SGA is here to serve you! Vote to approve the SGA accountability referendum!"
While the site to which students were directed to vote for the SGA candidates was pretty straight forward, the large group of mass emails sent via the global list server early this morning were not only an annoyance but served to further
influence voting opinion in a confusing and disorganized manner. The emails
began with one student emailing the entire campus his personal feelings about the
SGA elections and referendums and what he felt was important information all
students should know before making their voting choice. This email was then followed by numerous responses again sent to the entire campus by those who felt it
necessary to choose the "reply all" option instead of simply responding to the
original sender. These emails ranged from responses to the initial email, further
emails touting certain candidates, and totally ridiculous emails suggesting that
people vote for cartoon characters. Hopefully tomorrow's election will reflect the
majority of student opinion and not that of a confused and wrongly influenced student body.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday; excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
'••—-.•-
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In regards to James Stevens'
article in the April 12 issue of the
Tripod regarding Pope John Paul
II and his position on homosexuals and contraception, I must say
that, as a liberal and a Catholic
(albeit a lapsed one), I.disagree.
Stevens expressed the opinion, in
short, that the Pope should Have
tolerated gays and should have
promoted contraception. I cannot help but feel that the people
who make these arguments do not
understand the politics and policies of the Roman Catholic
Church. The church is nearly
2,000 years old and, as such, does
not change overnight; it does so
slowly and sometimes painfully,
like biological evolution.
Sudden change is often devastating for the Catholic Church
(look at the reformation) and the
Pope knew this. If the Pope had
integrated, or even tolerated
homosexuals it would have created many more problems than it
would have solved. Catholics do
not blindly follow the Pope as

many believe, if gays were integrated the homophobes in the
church would not have embraced
gays, they would have turned
from the church.
As for contraception, the
church's position for hundreds of
years has been sex should only
occur hi marriage and only for the
purpose of child birth. In that
case, if people follow church
teachings, there is no need for
contraception. However; if they
do not follow church teachings,
and have sex outside of marriage,
why would they listen if the
church tells them to put on a condom?
As a liberal Catholic, I want
the church to promote contraception, and integrate homosexuals
and women, but I am well aware
that the church cannot simply do
the equivalent of passing a bill
and making it so, change in the
church has to come with time, or
Catholics will oppose, or simply
ignore it.
Thank you,
Joseph Tarzi '08

Dedication Should Replace Pay in SGA
To the Editor:
• I wonder if the SGA begins to
pay a "salary" to officers if this
will initiate a financial imperative
that every extracurricular activity
might try to buy the best talent.
The top swimmer wants a better offer to swim, 14 hours each
week and either match the SGA
price or he/she will run for student government. What, only
$100 to edit the Tripod? I can get

$200 to play lacrosse and $500 to
be secretary of the SGA, so long
late hours at the copy desk.
No, activities outside the
classroom take dedicated people,
hard work but not pay. If anything, reduce the tuition to the
parents that pay $40,000 rather
than pay $500 back, but not to the
people that write the big checks.
Sincerely,
' '•
Peter Wunsch, Trinity parent

Gender Equality Lacking in Child Custody
ignored. There is absolutely no
equality in family courts.
I'd like to comment on Women dominate in that arena.
Feminism is Simply Equality by And it is the children who suffer.
Feminists will tell you that the
Maggie Downing, published
courts are biased against women,
April -12,2005.
Feminism used to stand for that bad men get custody all the
equality. In today's world it time. I don't see that. And even
when I suggest that both genders
stands for domination.
Just look at the child custody join forces to make the courts be
issue. Even in California, where equitable, they refuse. Why?
joint physical custody has been Because they know they are in the
law for 25 years, 70 percent of all. best position right now.
Until feminists show me that
cases end with the mother getting
they are willing to work towards
sole custody.
When mothers refuse visita- equality in family courts, I can't
tion to good loving fathers the be proud to call myself a feminist
courts do nothing. But if that anymore.
same man goes through hard
Sincerely,
times financially, he can be
thrown in jail for missing his
Teri Stoddard
child support payments. Even
Fathers for Justice
when he takes proof of his hardShared Parenting Works
ship to a judge, it is usually
To the Editor:
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Greek Week culminates with a toga party. PT saw some confused freshmen girls who heard they could wear bedsheets and
just used pillowcases. PT doesn't think Greeks wore miniskirts.
SGA wants to get pgid.

A i PT is going to start charging,
and PT is wav more fun.

A referendum is up to integrate freshman housing.

i A PT isn't sure of the benefits,
but PT won't live in tittle.

Kappa has a Barbie / G.I.
Joe party.

i i The Kappas came dressed
as themselves.
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Quad litter Expression of Disrespect,Entitlement
W I L L YANG
MANAGING EDITOR

Walking on the long walk
between classes on a sunny afternoon early last week, I admired
the scenic beauty that is the main
quad. It was a paradise of students
lounging, barbecuing, sprawling,
and more or less relaxing.

thing as inconsequential as the
weather. This day was a little different.
President Jones expressed his
annoyance at how the quad was
left littered the previous weekend.
He told me how on Sunday morning he came to the quad with his
dogs only to witness our quad

Yet, the notion ofresponsibility,of
pride, and ownership of our college has
failed to reach many of us...
Continuing along under the
shade of Jarvis, I approached our
school president Jimmy Jones,
presumably en route to his office.
We stopped to talk about the wonderful weather, and the myriad
students and activities occurring
before us on'the grassy expanse.
Now, I've had the good fortune of
speaking to President Jones on a
number of occasions, and our
conversations have always been
light - usually involving some-

thoroughly sullied with assorted
trash ranging from papers to beer j
bottles. His face reminded me of
the look of a disappointed parent.
He explained how he spent an
hour picking up this trash, filling
two garbage bins. »
I'm not writing about littering, or decency, or how great the
weather's been. After my brief |
conversation with President
Jones, I couldn't help but consider his wish to voice his displeas-

business Dictates
J
rat House Rules
TOMMY WILLIAMS

The problem comes in the entitlement and obligation that students
I've told myself for four years feel they have regarding coming
now that I would eventually write into our houses. Greek houses at
for the Tripod. I woke up, and by this school are. private property.
chance I wasn't busy, so today I Nobody else has a right to come
decided to write it. This letter is in. Whether you play sports, are
regarding my fraternity and sexually promiscuous, or think
Greek life on campus. Being a you're Kool Joe Camel, it's still
supportive reader of this fine pub- not your property.
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

The problem comes in the entitlement
and obligation that students feel they have
regarding coming into our houses.
lication, I've read many an article
slandering the Greek organizations. The ironic thing is that
many of those who write negatively about the Greeks can be
seen attending our functions on
the weekends. Most of us don't
write back either out of lack of
time or overall laziness and apathy. But I have the time now, so
here's my word.
Like it or not, Greek life is a
large part of this campus' social
scene. Roughly 18 percent of the
student body is in a Greek organization (don't check the numbers
because I sure as hell didn't).
That is a lot of weight for such a
small percentage to be carrying.
Economically speaking, the
majority of students who attend
Greek functions are free riding
the system.
This is not the problem.
Greek societies throwing parties
is part of our structure as a school.
We enjoy throwing our parties.

I'll be the first to admit that I
did a lot of stupid stuff in my
younger college years. The transition to Trinity College is insane.
When you step on this campus
and see all the beautiful people
lounging, it can be mind-blowing.
The alcohol policies at this school
are some of the most lenient I
know of. In fact, when I go visit
friends at other schools I usually
find myself thinking "this place
sort of sucks compared to Trinity"
(Boston College and UMass definitely hold it down though).
It is hard to understand how
good we actually have it here. I
sure didn't know it as an underclassman. This campus was my
drunken playground. I knew
nothing about Greek life and
actually found the Greek houses
demeaning. Who feels comfortable packed in a sweaty basement
like sardines begging for small
see GREEKS on page 5

ure of cleaning up after his
school's students. From then, I
realized that there, are more
deeply seeded reasons for a problem as inane as trash left on the
quad.
There is definite irony in picturing Jimmy Jones picking up
trash scattered by us, the. students
of Trinity. Jones has come to our

campus with a vision of improving our endowment, getting us
out of our budgetary woes, and
helping Trinity improve its stature
as a worthwhile institution.
Leadership can be displayed
in any number of ways, none as
poignant as example. The majority of Trinity students have been
here longer than Jones. Yet, the

notions of responsibility, of pride,
and of ownership of our college
have failed to reach many of us.
From poor attendance at athletic
events and general apathy
towards campus issues, to Utter
on the quad, we have all witnessed the huge gap between
see STUDENTS on page 5

liberal Voice Still Necessary
6WEN HOPKINS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Well, it's only fitting that a
liberal respond to Bill Zeller's
rant against ranting liberals with
what will, admittedly, probably
turn into a rant. He'll probably be
quite disappointed, but I hope that
he'll have the grace to read my
response just as I read his article
through - several times, actually.
The article "You're Liberal
and No One Cares" in the
Features section of the April 12th
edition of the Tripod described
annoying freshmen who indulge
in political discussion with their
self-proclaimed
intellectually
superior friends, so I guess that's
got me. That is, except for the
part about thinking I'm intellectually-superior to everyone; just
because I think my opinions are
more logically supported and
morally sound doesn't mean I
think I'm better than other people. That sounds arrogant, but
think about it; that's what it is to

have opinions. I do have opinions, and yes, they are liberal, and
yes, I talk about them, and even
yes, I bet they've all been said
before. But for example, just
because someone else has mentioned that hey, women should
probably receive equal pay to that
of men in the same job, doesn't
mean that idea is used up forever.
What if no one repeated this

ing the all-too-common Trinity
bubble of complacent apathy over
adding my voice to movements I
agree with.
I'm not sure which kid on the
playground you'll label me as
now. As Zeller mentioned in his
article, maybe you'll see me as
the "loser I am." I'm not really
sure how one can make this jump
from having opinions to being a

[An idea] may need t» be screamed by
hundreds, thousands, hundreds of thousands of voices before itis heaixL
thought? Yes, it's been said
before, but it seems that it didn't
catch on its first time around. In
fact, it may need to be said many
more times. It may need to be
screamed by hundreds, thousands, hundreds of thousands of
voices before it is heard. I would
say I'm sorry that this repetition
can be irksome if I found it at all
necessary to prioritize maintain-

loser, but I'd say that makes anyone who thinks this way the kid
on the playground who tried to
bully classmates into submission
by
calling
them
losers.
Remember the kid who .wasn't
afraid of you? That kid is me, and
all the others who discuss real-life
issues because of their opinions,
see SILENCE on page 5
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Aesthetics Over Academics: The Message from the Top
Walk. It does look prettier than
the old one, it cannot be denied,
but was that really the most
OPINIONS EDITORS
important place for that money to
On the surface Trinity has
be spent at this time?
undergone a number of drastic
On. a close inspection of the
changes around campus over
... Trinity has failed to move up in the
U.S. News report, one finds tha{
the past year.
Trinity is ranked 14th in financial
From the construction in
national rankings since Dobelle took
resources available, but is tied for
Northam and Cook to the new,
office.
last in percentage of full-time
heated Lower Long Walk the
faculty with 81 percent. The
administration has seen fit to
school tied with us, Barnard
In
their
1999.
college
rankthe
back
burner
while
the
adminspend our tuition on various
College, is ranked 67th in finanings,
US
News
and
World
Report
istration
continues
to
spend
copiostentatious displays of wealth.
cial resources. In addition, Colby
ranked
Trinity
as
the
23rd
best
ous
amounts
of
money
on
camMeanwhile the academic life in
College, which has a financial
national
liberal
arts
college.
pus
beautification.
campus continues to be subpar
resources
rank of 27, has 97 perThough
this
may
look
impressive
This
is
not
to
say
that
projects
compared to our academic
cent
full
time
faculty.
at
first
glance,
a
closer
look
such as the Learning Corridor are
rivals.
Four years ago, when Evan reveals that Trinity finds itself
These issues demonstrate either an ineffiDobelle assumed the presiden- second from the bottom among
cy of Trinity College, the other NESCAC schools, ahead of
cient use of the huge amount of money... or a
school held a reputation as a only Connecticut College. In
disregard for the improvement of academics.
safety school for the Ivies. It addition. Trinity has failed to
was-considered a school rich move up in the national rankings
not worthy pursuits, but when a
There are two problems this
kids go to who aren't smart since Dobelle took office.
Why
is
Trinity
stagnant
in
the
school
is
struggling
to
achieve
a
illuminates.
The first is that every
enough to make it in Harvard
23rd
position?
Why
have
we
not
well regarded academic reputa- other NESCAC school has a full
or Yale.
Though Dobelle pledged to had the rise in ranking Dobelle tion as Trinity is, then they must time faculty percentage of over
raise the academic bar, little promised? It would seem that, take a back seat until the primary 90 percent. The second is the fact
substantive improvement has while we make the front page of issues are addressed.
that we have failed to hire fullactually occurred. Trinity still the Times in reference to the
Over the summer, the college time faculty members when we
fails to attract students who often brought up Learning felt it important to spend have more money than all but
come here as their first choice. Corridor and periodically appear $500,000 on the construction and fourteen' other national liberal
This failure to make Trinity an in the news in general, there is heating of a new Lower Long arts schools in the country.

IAN LANG '99
JAMES GRIFFITH '99

attractive option for top students
manifests itself through the apathy and asinine behavior which
has come to define the Trinity
"experience."

still a failure on the part of this
administration to address the central issue that faces this and every
college: academics. In effect,
academics has been relegated to

Gender Inequality Still
Exists, Warrants Study
JOANNA HECHT
OPINIONS EDITOR

During a class presentation, a classmate
showed a video entitled, "Life Line," a firm
that gave some facts about the ways
women are still treated unfairly based solely on their gender. The 15-minute movie

This is by far not the first time I've
heard these questions, and I don't want to
dismiss them outright.
Certainly, these organizations and their
establishments were formed in a time when
the men of color on campus needed to be
allied to combat oppression, before the

I hasten to add that the major we do have is called
"Women, Gender, and Sexuality," and is more inclusive
than one might think ...
powerfully dramatized scenes of women in
various circumstances: one was being
denied access to adequate healthcare
because the only available doctor was a
man, while another was trying to resisting
her elders' attempts to subject her to genital mutilation. After each scene, the video
displayed statistics related to the issue
addressed; for example, it said that 2 million girls are subjected to genital mutilation
each year.

Civil Rights movement of the 1960s, when
racism was still acceptable in public life,
but we're past that, right? So where's the
Men of No Color Alliance? And women
needed to be studied back before they started burning their bras and won rights like
being able to apply for their own credit
cards, but now that they earn a whopping
80 percent of what their male counterparts
earn, it's no longer necessary, you'd think.
I "hasten to add that the major we do

The long and short of it is: men have never been systematically relegated to second-class citizens. Their
personal liberties have never been a matter of debate ...

Along tne -Long Walk.

Mil
Globalization theory, you learn about tne
globe in tneory, ana ization.
— Louis Evans o5

America s Half Century with Professor
.Musgrove. H e bad good texts and the
class discussions were good.
— Beth Frazier 08
Buddhist Thought witb JProiessor
Harrington. I ' m a total convert."
— D a n Kellener 07

%
.7

Following the presentation,,the presenter asked if there were any questions or
comments. One individual raised his hand
and said that it was difficult to watch the
film, that he felt somehow attacked, and
that it made him think, "Why don't we
have a men's studies program at Trinity?"
The student in question further brought up
the point that there are cultural houses, at
which he' is certainly welcome, but that
there is no, say, "White House" on Vernon
Street next to the Umoja House or La
Eraca.

have is called "Women, Gender, and
Sexuality," and is more inclusive than one
might think; in addition to women's experience throughout history, it studies "the
relationship among sex, gender, and sexuality," among other specifics, and explores
gender and sexuality ina variety of cultures
and environments.
The long and short of it is: men have
never been systematically relegated to second-class citizens. Their personal liberties
see WOMEN'S on page 5

These issues demonstrate
either an inefficient use of the
huge amount of money Trinity
has available or a disregard for
the improvement of academics.
If this is the image the administration presents to the student
body, can said body be completely blamed for being apathetic and uninterested academically?
Trinity has made the news
with a new kind. of urban
renewal and has spent a lot of
money making this a prettier
campus but still fails to concentrate on making the campus a
safe haven for intellectual pursuits for the students and faculty. All the beautification efforts
on campus will not make it a
better one, especially when, the
academic integrity still fails to
match up to our competitors.
It is time for a clear cut
commitment to hiring intelligent and exciting professors,
which we can afford, in order to
attract intelligent and eKciting
students. Only when the administration finally makes that
commitment will Trinity start to
rise in the rankings.

Social Class JVjLobility, it helped me to
understand urban problems in Hartford.
— Nivia .Nieves 06

Proless or JViiten Polin s Perlorman.ce
Tbeory class. Phenomenology represent?
— Kevin Keating o5

Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by Abi Moldover
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Greeks Can Choose Who Gets In Students Should
make calculated decisions. If we
feel that anyone might jeopardize
our organization, they're not
coming in. It's textbook procedure.
I measure a college student's
maturity level by either by how

continued from page 3

cups of cheap beer?
What I did not realize was
that by weaseling my way into
these houses I made myself liable
to the owners and tenets of the
houses. I was a guest ia their
house. I had no affiliation with
their house! Yet they were responsible for my actions.
It's all business. The generous owners of these houses allow
members to-reside and care take.
We pay rent, utilities, and employ
workers. This is what is not
understood by most Trinity students: we are a business and we

Ou,.»iU>:ii

But it is still our house and we have the
fight to choose who comes in...
loud they are or how optimistic
they are. This is crucial when
choosing who should enter your
house.
Therefore, when we see a

1

>r 1'lv-ii.icM M

l..:•'.

•&vi.v ?a\

i

pack of young bucks storming
down the street, screaming the
enjoyment they get from their
first sips of alcohol, closing the
door is good business. I don't
want (o have to answer to some
very powerful men because some

H i ••
11 •

idiot I don't even know damaged
their property.
We expect people to attend
our parties. True, we prefer the |
company of one gender to the j
next. But it is still our house and
we have the right to choose who
comes in and who does not. If we
are not allowed the right turn people away, then we have no control j
over our own house. I'm not talking to a person but to the crowd.
These are private houses. j>o
when you are let in, act like adults
and show respect. After all, isn't
that what we're supposed to be
learning at school?

continued from page 3 •
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ately needed on this campus in
particular, home to such a spectrum of views, including apathy.
Religiously speaking, I'm
agnostic, so I definitely take the
point that some arguments cannot
yield any positive results. But

Heartfelt discussions are desperately needed on this campus in particular, home to
such a spectrum of-views, including apathy.
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Please send any question* for
President Jones to
tripod@trincoll.edu.

discussions between people who when it comes to informing ourlisten to each other's points and selves and taking stances on curacknowledge that both sides of rent campus, national, and interthe issue have merit. I think this national issues, progress can actuis an excellent point. It's far too ally be made by supporting a side
easy to get caught up in the fervor and working to convince others to
of pounding my own opinions join you.
into an opponent's head.
Cementing my status as a
Heartfelt discussions are desper- feminist and liberal, I quote folk

the $40 thousand, we owe it to
ourselves, our school, to see that
we have a great thing here. We
can either realize Trinity in its full
potential, or squander however
many years by choosing to think
of it as an institution that somehow owes us.

singer Ani DiFranco: "I know the
biggest crime is just to throw up
my hands and say, 'This has nothing to do with me, I'm just going
to live as comfortably as I can.'"
I actually read the article on
Wednesday, April 13th, during
my eight hours for the Day of
Silence. From continued deaths
in Iraq to genocide in Darfur to
homophobic legislation right here
hi the USA, many voices are as
yet tiny whispers that we must
. strain.to hear, evaluate, and hopefully join with. It's true, some of
the loudest people don't know
what they're talking about, but at
least they're out there and thinking.
So what I'm really trying to
say is, I. Will. NEVER. Shut.
The. Hell. Up.1

Women's Rights Important
Studies and Concerns About Women and Gender Do Not Vilify Men
continued from page 4
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We paraded around, proud to
represent our school. There was a
definite attitude of ownership
among the students - we held
each other up, we supported our
school's efforts to make us happy,
and in doing so, gave back to our
school.

1

The example of Michigan, nevertheless, points to a major shift in how we
•: sink about student behavior...
•

Comparatively, the average
Trinity student is more preoccupied with his or her own personal
issues. There is a sense of entitlement that somehow subverts
incoming students. We need to be
reminded that there is a face
behind every service we are
granted here.
Whether we're on full financial aid, or paying every cent of

... the average Trinity student is more
preoccupied with his or her own personal
issues.
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continued from page 3

Trinity's potential as a resource,
and the student body's response
to that potential. It is sad, and disappointing.
I arrived at Trinity with
expectations of school pride. I
went to a high school where students came to all the games, big
or small. We got into fights with
our rival schools' students.

Silence Won't Resolve Issues
not because of how they want
others to think of them.
The article actually backs way
down from its initial point of
silencing the politically outspoken in favor of advocating civil

"fhc rcnoxations \<--at> hack of :1K.
Cave and the Underground... art examples of Trinity's attempts to respond ...

Respect Campus

have never been a matter of
debate; there is perhaps one
known matriarchal society in the
world. Women make up a little
over half the world's population,
but 60 percent of the world's illiterate. They do 66 percent of the
world's work, but make only 10
percent of the world's income and
own one percent of its property.
They are 14 percent of the
world's elected representatives,
and only seven percent of the cabinet members or ministers.
In the United States, women
were not allowed to own property
until the 1850s; we were first
allowed to vote in the 1920s, after
16 other countries had granted
women suffrage. Women could
not get a credit card without the
signature of a spouse or father
until 1974.
I happen to be of the view that
this is not right, and that, women
should be offered the same opportunities as men for education, a

political voice, and equal treat- should be studied, and the interment in the work force.
actions between the sexes are
But regardless of your mind-boggling, which qualifies
thoughts on what we should do to them, at least for me, as worthy of
protect and educate half the popu- study. Women, Gender, and
lation, if anything, the startling ' Sexuality does not exclude men,
differences in the opportunities and issues of women's rights are
afforded to each gender around not meant to villainize all men.
the world and throughout history
So I have to make a plea to
merit study. Women and non-het- my fellow students, particularly
erosexuals have had a different of the opposite gender: please do

... the startling differences in the opportunities afforded to each gender around the
world and throughout history merit study.
experience from those who have
made laws for them throughout
history, particularly where they
were excluded from this lawmaking.
This does not have to be a
divisive issue; no one supports
domestic abuse, and I have yet to
meet someone who argues for
unequal pay for equal, work.
Gender is a complex topic that

not be personally offended when
we focus, for just one moment, on
the experiences of half the
world's population.
You do not have to feel
responsible; if you do not feel it
concerns you, then it is your
choice to ignore the problem. But
please do not pretend that
women's inequality is in the distant past.
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Undents Call For
AIDS Rally Held at State Capitol
Organic Food Option
ly or indirectly, by AIDS. Red tshirts and pins bearing the words
"AIDS: Connecticut's Rising
A rally was held at the state Crisis" were circulated throughout
capitol last Wednesday to raise the audience and one volunteer
AIDS awareness and petition wore a mock condom over her
Connecticut legislators to provide body to represent the importance
residents with an increase in pre- of early'prevention. Picket signs
vention funds. Begun outside on hi the shape of AIDSribbonsand
the north steps, the day ended coffins were available as well.

rates and provide critically needed
prevention education, care and
housing for all people living with
MV/PJDS in our state."'
they have guaranteed buyers for
LIZ FRITZER
Senator Chris Murphy, Cotheir produce.
NEWS WRITER
Chair of the Public' Health
Trinity hosted a lecture last |
Jessica Lind-Diamond '07 week about Connecticut-grown j
Committee, was one of the sponhas a vision for the Trinity foods where representatives j
sors of the event and was invited
Community: In collaboration from the Yale University |
to speak before the crowd assemwith organizations including Sustainable Foods Project came |
bled at the Capitol. The purpose
Green Campus and the Office of to speak about their successes
of the rally was, according to
Community Service and Civic • with organic foods and about
Murphy, "to put money where all
Engagement, she and others are how such a project can work and
our hearts and minds are. We are
working hard to educate and how institutions can change the j
going to make sense of AIDS polinterest students about introduc- way they run themselves. - -•
icy and make a difference this
|
ing organic foods from local
year."
.
Four years ago, a "number of |
farmers to one of the College's Yale students were not satisfied j
Launched at the rally was the
dining locations.
CT AIDS
License
Plate
with their dinner selections, notCampaign. A special license plate
As part of her Tutorial proj- ing that many products were
has been crafted to bring attention
ect, she is contacting these farm- made with corn and soy beans j
the AIDS problem inConn. and to
ers and researching pricing for that are not good for the envi- I
the need for preventive legislation.
their goods so that participants ronment. When asked for organ- j
The new plate features the AIDS
in this project can work with Joe ic foods, Yale's dining services j
ribbon and the phrase "AIDS
Barber, Director of Community said they would only make the
affects us all." Christopher
Services, and Ed Taraskewich, purchase if it cost them the same
Cannon, the founder of the camDirector of Campus Dining to or less than what they already j
paign, says, "I wanted to see more
begin a pilot program for the fall paid. The students' requests j
Evan Norris
activism and to spread awareness
where seasonal produce will be were ultimately granted, but i
for this issue across the state. I
they initially only received \ Senator Chris Murphy addresses the crowd on the north steps.
served..
In the past, Green Campus, honey, rice and lentils, which j inside with face-to-face meeting
The rally marked the fifth feel that this issue has nearly been
an environmentally conscious made it difficult to convince between those afflicted with AIDS annual "AIDS Awareness Rally forgotten or overlooked by many
organization, has tried to bring other students how good fresh and their Congressmen. People and Lobby Day" according to in society. The idea came to me
organic products to places like food could be due to a lack of came from all over the state, from Shawn Lang, co-chair for the when Isaw a Florida license plate
The Cave, but because the task selection. Eventually after much Hartford, New Haven, Bridgeport AIDS LIFE Campaign. In the promoting breast cancer awarewas costly and met little persuasion and lobbying, the and Norwalk.
press release available at the rally, ness. I also wanted to use these
response, it had to be discontin- school began implementing
Those who attended the rally Lang says, "We are calling upon plates to help raise needed funds
ued. Lind-Diamond and her more and more organic foods were encouraged to sign their all legislators to support the AIDS for the HIV/AIDS service organiassociates say that recently there into one of 13 dining halls. The names on a list so that the planners LIFE Campaign's agenda and the zations across the state that keep
has been an increasing interest menu changed and its focus was of the event could prove how Red Ribbon Bill (SB 1291) to help
for better tasting food that is on simplicity and seasonality, many people were affected, direct- stem the tide of rising infection
see CONGRESSMEN on page 7
fresh and locally grown, benefit- demystifying mystery meat and
ing not only students and profes- highlighting good ingredients.
sors in terms of health and taste,
but also fanners in the region as
see LOCALLY on page 8
EVAN NORRIS
NEWS EDITOR

New Themes Accept Stricter Policy

pft.oM -me

ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
STAFF WRITER

When the issue of theme
housing comes up one complaint
that is often heard is that students
do not do enough to deserve the
housing they are given. Many
Hamilton: After being featured in The New York Times and
feel that some themes have been
Fox News, the Hamilton College Varsity Streaking Team is
negligent in planning events for
set to appear in the next issue of Sports Illustrated On Campus.the entire campus. In reevaluatThe sports' founding squad used this unique chance to
ing the program for this year, the
organize an away-meet at Princeton University, where stuissue has been addressed by
dents set up a team in the fall. Despite the immense success
reducing the number of themes
dramatically.
and publicity, the Hamilton team leaders have said that the
squad will retire, for now.
Theme Housing is handled by
the Engagement Committee
which is made up of a diverse
Amherst: Nineteen teams from the College participated
group of students and administrain a western Massachusetts Relay for life that raised
tors. David Andres is the Interim
$64,000 for cancer research and treatment. Amherst teams
Residential
Community
included groups from the first-year dorms, the football
Coordinator and has dealt extenteam, die field hockey team, the women's basketball team,
sively with theme housing for the
Peer Advocates, Pride Alliance, Amherst Christian
2005-2006 school year. "For next
Fellowship, Progressive Student Alliance and College staff.
year's Theme Housing program,
13 different groups have been
Wesleyan: Hip-hop artist Cee-Lo, Deerhoof and the
accepted and we are very satisfied
Antibalas Afrobeat Orchestra will perform at Wesleyan
with the turnout of the applica-a
University's Spring Fling next week. The school's biggest
tions. The program will remain
event of the year, Spring Fling is expected to draw 1,500 to
the same as in previous years,
with a few slight administrative
2,000 students.
changes. The SGA will continue
to provide oversight of finances
Williams: Due to unexpected production costs and a
and the Theme Housing Council
lower than usual ticket revenue, costs for this year's
will oversee programming and
$60,000 Spring Fling concert featuring Wyclef Jean have
events."
overrun nearly $8,000.
.
Dean" of Students Frederick

NJESCAC

Alford, a member of the committee, feels that they put a significant effort into ensuring that the
program remains legitimate. "My
sense is that the committee was
more selective this year. We
were looking for groups who
brought something new to the
College and then trying to assess
from the thoroughness of their
applications whether or not we

intellectual, and social'life of the
campus."
However, in the application
process it is apparent that there
still remain many students who
are very devoted to making this
program a success. One example
is the Diversity Theme Quad.
Members Romola Ratnam '07,
Monica Gould-Porras '07,
Christina Perrotti '07 and

Abi Moldover

Summit Suites will be the home for all 13 themes next year.
thought they had the organizational skills to deliver on their
commitment. The rationale for
the Engagement Committee to
encourage theme housing was to
create more opportunities for studentfe to contribute to the cultural,

Jaunelle Chapman '07 participated in the program this year and
have been renewed for 20052006. They explain that '"the
Diversity Quad tackles all issues
see THEME on page 7
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Theme Suites Reduced in
Number, Under Scrutiny
continued from page 6
of diversity including racial, socioeconomic and ideological. In addition, we believe
that the majority of the divisions that exist
at Trinity are not solely diie to racial divisions. Students at Trinity are divided due
to Greek affiliation, drinking habits, religious beliefs', sexual preferences as well as
secondary schooling public vs. private
school, just to name a few."

AD and was held in the backyards of
Kappa and Crow. This event was open to
all students and designed to help people
enhance their comfort levels with different
social groups on campus.
Other themes accepted for next year
hope to attain the same level of commitment. Four rising sophomores will make
up the "Quartet" a quad devoted to exploring jazz music. "There is a lot of jazz cul-

... there still remain many students who are very
devoted to making this program a success.
They are notable for the high atten. dance they have been able to get at their
events. Their events have been varied and
have covered a wide range of issues. For
Valentine's Day they had students fill out
surveys and then attend a party in which
they were introduced to their "match."
With this, the Diversity Quad stressed their
belief that many Trinity students share
things in common with people that they
would not expect to. In September, they
held a discussion called "Why," which
attracted over 40 students and faculty and
gave people an outlet to take about diversity on campus and related issues.
On Friday, Apr. 22, the quad held one
of their largest events of the year. They
wanted to respond to the needs of students
who said that they felt distanced from the
Greek culture as students of color. They
targeted this problem by holding a "Unity
Party." This barbeque was cosponsored by
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Alpha Chi Rho, La
Voz Latina, Imani, the International Foods
Quad, the Arabic Club, the Italian Club and

tare in Hartford, yet so little on campus.
Besides the Jazz Ensemble concerts there's
little else. We decided we were going to try
and change that as best we can. The events
we're planning include trips to Jazz events
in Hartford and a crash course in a jazz
workshop," said a member of the quad,
The Quartet is very serious about their
theme and really hope they will be able to
have an impact on campus.
From looking at the themes accepted
for next year, many believe it. is clear that
this program is not a waste of resources.
Ratnam believes that Theme Housing is a
niche that allows for another level of student involvement. "It is perfect for students who wish to create meaningful intiatives for themselves and those around
them. Not every student at Trinity can
find what they are looking for from just the
limited amount of student groups on campus, so Theme Housing provides another
way for students to investigate and participate hi activities that are meaningful to
them."

Congressmen Contacted
or Preventive Legislation
ja.

continued from page 6
finding their funding cut."
Per capita, Connecticut ranks eighth hi
reported AIDS cases hi the country and
leads the United States in AIDS rates among
women, Latinos and injecting drug users.
Alycia Santilli, one of the community
organizers for the CT AIDS Residence
Coalition, compared the AIDS problem in
the state to that in Africa. "Here in
Connecticut, the resources, services and
treatment infrastructures exist, but because
of some of the very same factors they are
battling with in sub-Saharan Africa — stigma, shame, denial, and lack of political will
and leadership - we are in no less of a crisis."
The Connecticut AIDS Residence
Coalition, to which Santiili belongs, was
founded in 1989 to provide safe and accommodating housing for AIDS sufferers. It has
since expanded its purpose to provide AIDS
advocacy and prevention services. It is currently the only AIDS organization to represent all of Conn.
The main purpose of the rally was not
only to show Hartford how many people are
afflicted with AIDS but to effect change in
AIDS legislation. Funding for prevention
services must come from the top and the
point of the day was to convince
Connecticut's lawmakers. According to
Lang, "We desperately need to pay attention
to the AIDS crisis here at home. We need to
do all that we can do to increase awareness
and advocate for more funding for prevention, care, housing and treatment for people

with HIV/AIDS. We need a champion
among our state policy makers."
Trinity students were also present at the
rally. Katherine Mortensen '05 participated
as a representative for Planned Parenthood
of Connecticut. Said Mortensen, "People
need to remember that AIDS is not just a

Evan Norris

A rally participant advocates safe sex.
gay disease or a black disease or a poor people's disease. On a basic personal level, people need to protect themselves and get tested. In terms of the bigger picture, students
can encourage their representitives to vote
for greater ADDS funding for research and
support of those suffering already."

President, Faculty Award Terry
and Russell Fellowships
Senior Bo/Jdar Mariukovic has been awarded the Mary A. Terry
Fellowship while Doris iVL S. Luk "05 and J. Douglas Coming '05
have received W.H. Russell Fellowships.
Marinkovic. an electrical engineering major, will graduate iris
spring with a 4.152 cumulative GPA and a list of honors including
Phi Beta Kappa membership, Dean's Scholar and President's
Fellow. He will attend the electrical engineering Ph.D. program at
Yale University in New Haven this fall, where lie plans to conduct
research in the growing field of micro electro mechanical systems
(MEMS).
Luk is a biology major and will graduate with a 3.866 cumulative GPA. Other honors include The Chemical Rubber Company
Award, The Division of Polymer Chemistry of the American
Chemical Society Award and Phi Beta Kappa membership. She
plans to attend the University of Washington. Seattle this fall to
pursue a Ph.D. in microbiology.
Comings will graduate with u major in law this spring and plans
to continue in the field in the fall. His other honors include the
IBuiJcr Pri/.e in Mathematics and Pi Mn lipsilon membership.
The Mary A. Terry Fellowship provides S5,(MK) a year for two
years to a senior who plans to engage in lull-time graduate study in
the arts or sciences. The fellowship is awarded by the president of
the College upon the recommendation of the [acuity.
The W.H. Russeil Fellowship is awarded by the faculty and provides $2,500 a year for two years LO a senior planning to engage in
full-time graduate study in academic or professional graduate
school.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between Apr. 23 and 25:
- A fire alarm shunt was pulled in the laundry area of High Rise
and students were evacuated. Alarm was reset upon investigation
by Hartford Fire Department.
- A smoke detector on the first floor of Elton set off a fire alarm
and Hartford Fire Department and Campus Safety officers responded to the scene. A piece of paper attached to a community bulletin
board was found to be the source of the smoke and the fire marshall
was called to investigate possible arson. The investigation has been
classified an attempted arson and is currently under investigation
by the marshail and Dean of Students office.
- Campus Safety officers found a first floor vending machine in
High Rise smashed and broken into. Much of the candy, snacks,
and dollar currency were found to be missing and officers found
candy wrappers on the first, second and third floors of the building.
Campus Safety is investigating the incident.
- Several vehicles were reported vandalized on Summit St. and
windows were found to be smashed. Three vehicle owners reported nothing stolen while one reported a missing stereo.
- Campus Safety officers reported to Ogilby Towers after two
students were found to be throwing empty beer bottles down onto
Summit St. The incident was reported to the Dean of Students.
- A vehicle was reported stolen from Summit C lot and Hartford
Police began an investigation. Shortly after, the HPD recovered the
vehicle parked on Pope Park Highway and towed it back to campus.
- Campus Safety and TCERT responded to a student sick from
intoxication at Vernon Place to find the area vacant. After arriving
at the student's room in Cook, the student declined a hospital visit.
- A student was driving north on Broad St. as a white sedan came
out of one-way Colonial St. and forced the student to swerve into
steel fencing across the street from the Boys and Girls Club. The
accident investigation is ongoing.
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Locally Grown Food Considered Green Campus Raises
Yale Student Group PresentsAlternative Food Option for Trinity
Nature Awarei

continued from page 6
When frost hit in October, the
dining hall would stop serving
produce like tomatoes and basil
and would move on to other
foods that would grow well like
carrots and kale. Students began
to line up to get meals there, and
the school realized it needed to
do more so they began rotating
organic meals in the other dining
locations.
Members ' of the Yale
Sustainable Foods Project made
it clear to Trinity students that
just purchasing organic foods,
however, is not enough. It is
easy to get it from the back of a
truck in California, but it tastes
significantly different from fresh
food grown in Connecticut,
which has a much different environment.
When asked if there is a
noticeable difference in taste
between organic and inorganic

foods, Yale freshman Elizabeth
Calle said, "I would say the difference is that the organic food
is probably fresher tasting, and
that they use less spices; the natural flavors aren't covered up."
Using local processors as
well has a tangible benefit in .
that it helps local employees
maintain their jobs and it gives
kitchen workers an entertaining
story to tell. "These stories provide a connection to food ...
every story should be a story
worth telling" and can be by
cooperating with local farmers,
one of the project's representative said.
There are challenges to initiating this type of project at
Trinity though. One such issue
might be mixing conventional
cooking with organic in the
Bistro or Mather. Though preparation and inventory would need
to change, it would work

Bring these back and

get pennies
on the dollar.

whether Chartwells decided to
do a complete changeover or a
partial change. Meals would
most likely be more expensive,
but only by a few dollars more
than the current meal plans. Yale
students are not paying extra as
of now because they received a
grant for their project and the
school has agreed to take on the
extra costs.
Trinity could ask for donations, slightly raise the cost of
tuition, or ask for outside
money. But because part of the
school's educational process is
learning outside of the classroom, outside money is not
preferable since the project is
part of the Trinity experience.
Lind-Diamond and others pointed out that the Trinity community cannot get caught up in costs
because in the end people will
pay whether it is monetarily or
with health consequences.

continued from page 1
week outside Mather, handing
out stickers, pins, recycling information, environmental facts, and

Jeff Lapennas

Members created a compost pile behind Life Sciences Center.

Bring these back and
$ 2 5 0 in discounts
on travel, DVD movies, software, and more!

Here's all you need to do:
> Return your Comcast cable box, remote, and/or Comcast-provided modem to your local Comcast Payment Center
(visit www.comcast.com to find the Payment Center near you)".
> Go to www.comcastne.com/students and register for your $250 rewards card.
> When you receive your rewards card via mail, you'll have exclusive access to a website marketplace with tons of
deals, including travel, DVD movies, magazines, software, and more! It's that simple!
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an Earth Day information
brochure, and selling t-shirts. "It
was great to see people wearing
the shirts around campus," said

Kong. "Most people at least
know it is Earth Day."
Buildings and Grounds
helped Green Campus plant the
2005 Earth Day Tree, a
Dogwood, next to the Williams
Building, near the Admissions
Building.
After encouraging the new
tree to grow big and strong, Earth
Day participants visited last
year's Earth Day tree, also near
the Admissions Building on
Summit Street. "I think trees add
an amazing aesthetic element to
our campus," said Will Roble
'05.
Green Campus purchased
90,000 kilowatt-hours of pure
renewable wind energy, enough
to offset Trinity's normal energy
consumption on a weekday, from
a company called Sterling Planet.
Other
schools,.
including
Bowdoin, are using renewable
energy to power their Spring concerts.
The group also worked with
Chartwells for Earth Day.
Chartwells buys food only from
certain retailers, so "it was hard
for Chartwells to get organic or
locally grown food," said Kong,
but they did have some vegetables and apples from local organic growers. The Menutainment
salad station offered a salad of
organic, locally grown vegetables. Fair Trade coffee was available at Mather, the Cave, and the
Bistro. Biodegradable flatware
and containers were available all
day at the Cave and the Bistro
facilities.
During the week, members
collected food scraps from
Mather and coffee grounds from
the Underground Coffeehouse for
a compost pile behind the Life
Sciences Center. The composted
dirt will be collected and used to
fertilize the LSC garden. "It will
make this otherwise barren land
fertile," said Jeff Lapennas'05.
In past years, Earth Day at
Trinity has included planting an
Earth Day tree, buying green
energy, and one year, modeling a
hybrid car. "Earth Day is definitely a group effort," said Kong,
"and everyone pitched in."
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SPING WEEKEND 2005
April 29th- Nay 1st
Saturday:
THU:
Cultural House Celebration
UCH Music Series Version St IXAM-3PM

underground
Seinor Night
TSae Bistro 9:30
•

Tug-O-War
Main Quad -l:OOPM

Hallapalooza
Featuring Dizzy Reed
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A PLATFORM YOU HAVENT HEARD
LISA SAN PASCUAL,
FEATURES EDITOR

Good evening, my fellow
Bantams. Basically, my name is
Jane Doe, and, basically, I'm-xunning as the fourth and inexplicably unknown candidate for SGA
President. If you haven't heard of
me, that's okay, you're not a loser.
You have just never been
involved in the various organizations in which I have played
instrumental role; either that, or
you don't play dodgeball.
These organizations include,
but are certainly not limited to:
the Trinity College Scrabble
Team, the Uniters-Not-Dividers
Coalition, T.C. Rise Up From the
Ghetto Society, and the Trinity
Mechanical Bull Riders- Club,
which I co-founded, and the
dodgeball tournament, which I
will explain in more depth later

I agree with Isaac .Goldstein
when he says, "You've gotta take
a stand for what you believe in."
'Cause taking a stand is, basically, a really good thing to do. And

who don't like textbooks and who
don't think dodgeball is fun. But,
like I said, we'll get to dodgeball
later.
Basically, my vision for this
campus is for the community to

Student life is lite they say at Chase:
The right relationship is everything.
it's not even that agreeing with
Isaac is like saying you agree
with John McCain — it goes over
well with a crowd. Because I
know there are those of you who
don't believe that you should take
a stand for what you believe in.
These are the people who don't
believe that you should 'be all
you can be,' 'reach for the stars,'
'carpe diem,' 'live la vida loca,'
'eat at Joe's,' say "Cheese." These
are the same unAmerican people

lamest Pick up Lines of
AH Time
10. "Are you tired? 'Cause you've been running
through my mind all day!"

come together. Right now. Over
me. My platform runs on these
five major and pressing issues: 1)
Strengthening relationships, 2)
Energizing relationships, 3)
Deepening relationships, 4)
Volumizing relationships, and 5)
Moisturizing
relationships.
Because, basically, student life is
like they say at Chase: The right
relationship is everything.
The first thing we'll do is
have everyone sit around and
weave hemp bracelets. Because
this would make the campus
come together, in a community
atmosphere. Together, basically.
Coming. Because there are just so
many factions on campus: SGA
vs. the Greeks, administration vs.
the Greeks, Trojans vs. the
Greeks, people who see divisions
vs. people who don't, Southwest
Chicken Wrap vs. Mardi Gras
Burger. In order to bring these
factions together in one room to
observe even more faction-like
behavior, I took the initiative of
putting together a campus-wide
dodgeball tournament. It was

Chuck Pratt

Meet the perfect candidate, complete with interchangable heads.

10 Ten

9. "Theres a party in my pants and youre invited."
8. "I know milk does a body good, but damn how much you been drinking?"
7. "Vo you believe in love at first sight or should
I walk by you again?"
6. "Come here often?/Are you from out of
town?"
5. Thats a pretty dress. It would look even
nieer wrapped up In a ball mxi to my bed."
4. "Are you naturally brunette?"
3. "Are you legal?"

2. "Vo you wash your pants with Windex? Cuz
I can see myself m them?
1. "Hey I'm a brother here?

see VOTE on page 14

P2P3OUSfeythe ilprf o? this
KATE BUTLER
FEATURES WRITER

So this whole Spring
Weekend thing ... sounds totally
awesome to a first-timer like me.
But for some reason, those more
refined and perhaps jaded upperclassmen seem to roll their eyes at
the prospect of three (okay, more
like four) days filled with friends,
sun. music, and booze. Some
grunts and groans about overpriced artists and sub-par performances got me thinking that
people's lack of enthusiasm was
more than just distaste from talking to a freshman. So, I did some
grueling research only to discover
that in some years past, this socalled "Spring Weekend" has
been a serious bust. Rainouts or
artists that deliver uber-short
shows for more money than I'll
make in my lifetime seem to have
left a sour taste hi the mouth of
the student body. Upon gathering
this information, I was appalled
to realize that my Spring
Weekend might not be as awesome as I had imagined.
See, because I have a plan.
Spring Weekend is going to be the
last real weekend of the year, so

I've got to clean up all my_"unfinished business." Which means a
lot of you out there owe me some
intense make-out sessions. I'll be
introducing myself to a lot of you
that I never really got to know,
and purging any pent-up emotion
that I may have harbored 'this
year. I'll admit that it could make
for some awkward situations, but
at least people will have all summer to forget about my declarations of love and engagement proposals.
But not only that — a decent
Spring Weekend is crucial to my
health and happiness throughout
the future. I have major life plans
that depend on my ability to carry
out my goals for the last weekend
of my freshman year.
Since I'm going to grow up
and become a painfully brilliant,
delightfully charismatic, and
stunningly attractive celebrity, I'll
need a badass posse to back me
up. That's where Fabolous comes
in. After I make friends with him
backstage because he's bowled
over by my striking good looks
and charm, he's going to offer me
the protection of his bodyguards.
This will come in handy when

I'm attacked by my classmates,
screaming and crying and begging for autographs or an opportunity to kiss my hand. I will, of

that Reel Big Fish is sure to take
advantage of once they catch
wind of it. In fact, they'll be
tempted to kick out their lead
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Kate's daydream: Howie croons lovingly before he proposes.
course, show grace to my adoring
public and not begrudge them any
previous wrongdoings, because I
am just classy like that.
And what's a celebrity without a few tricks up her sleeve?
It's true, I have been known to
bust out some insane riffs on various brass instruments — a talent

trumpet player, but I, being the
humble and gracious person that I
am, will insist on playing solely
as a guest during their performance. Once again, my classmates
will be astounded at my divine
and celestial talent and I will be
swarmed with beautiful men petitioning for my hand in marriage.

Finally, after a long weekend
of schmoozing with my new
celebrity friends, I'll make eye
contact with Howie Day from
across a crowded room, where
he'll approach me and declare his
everlasting love' for me. He'll
write an almost embarrassingly
romantic song for me and record
it immediately, resolving that I
receive half the royalties. It will
become a musical sensation, creating a new genre of love songs
that will be evermore known as
"Kate" songs. Meanwhile, Howie
and I will go off to live a fabulously lavish life with houses in
Paris, Milan, and Prague and have
excruciatingly adorable children
with names like Moonbeam and
Xandora.
So as you can see, it's pretty
important that this Spring
Weekend go off without a hitch.
I'm serious — I mean no rain, no
clouds. No puking on me, no
passing out in my room. And
don't even think about acting like
you don't know me when I tell
you it's tune to make out now.
And as for Fabolous, RBF,
and .Howie ... I just hope they
show up.
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Around Trinity
Pop It Like It's Hot
r understands that the urgencies created by
one too many nightcaps can do things to your
bladder, but there are more alternatives than
popping a squat in a dark alley, as was witnessed this past weekend. Not only is this a
tad on the unhygienic side, but there's no
telling what local culture could mysteriously
pop up off of Crescent Street. If you must
relieve yourself in this way, AT would like to
caution you to cover yourself properly from
wandering eyes and consider having someone
hold something up so the parts you normally
cover, however minimal they may be on a
Saturday night, stay covered.

Human Billboards a No Go
After participating in a Greek Week night of
fun at the Toga Party, an unidentified maie
junior woke up with written momentos of
exactly what was on the minds of his friends
during the night. AT would like to remind all
participants in theme parties to stash Sharpies
and other permanent writing utensils safely
out of the reach of intoxicated friends lest you
end up as a walking attestment of people's
large equipment/ what your mom was doing
last night/ how much the Sox rock. AT would
also like to remind all party-goers that when
you pass out with your shoes on, like this ..
unfortunate individual, you're fair game.
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Zeta Mixes Charity and Chic
continued from page 1

wanted to do something where I
could give something back, like
some of the work other companies do, like Ben and Jerry's."
The sororities made five dollars
off of each pair of jeans, leaving

of Hartford sorority hosting a
sale," Chin commented.
"Something like this is complimentary to sorority girls,"
Price added, "Most colleges care
about fashion, and sororities are a
perfect match because they're

One part of the profits is going to establish the co-ed sorority as a viable organization on campus.
the rest of the money to Price to involved in that scene, as well as
help turn a profit and pay for philanthropy."
more merchandise. His idea has
The event was a huge .success
become a financially sustaining with great turnout and feedback
organization that has helped on the event from the student
countless causes through college population. Julie Wilkinson '08
sororities.
commented, "This was a wonderCharity Denim has found its ful idea. I'm surprised that there's
place with the college scene. such a selection and I love that
Offering last year's models at a this is going to a good cause."
fraction of the cost, sororities can
Kristen Hayashi '07 added,
afford to put on a sale such as this "They should do this every year.
and raise money to boost their All the guys who get dragged
sorority as well as give back to a here get to see girls changing
charitable cause. Rebecca Chin back here."
'07 organized the collaboration
Selling 60 pairs of jeans, Zeta
between her sorority and Charity raised $300 through this event.
Denim, getting the idea from This is the first fundraising event
other colleges. "I got the idea sponsored by Zeta, and all of their
through seeing another University members are hoping for more.

Part of the profits from the sale is
going to the Interval House, a
non-profit organization that provides free and confidential support to victims of domestic abuse.
The other part is going to establish the co-ed sorority as a viable
organization on campus. "We
haven't decided exactly how the
percentages will be divided up,
but most likely 50 percent will go
to the Interval House," Chin
explained.
Looking at getting a house as
a long-term investment for the
future, the sisters are hoping to
use the money to throw other
events and publicize daeir sorority"More money establishes ourselves," Chin continued, "We've
had events with other Greek
organizations like Sigma Nu and
Crow, and we'd like to do more of
that. We'd like to do this event
again, but there was a process we
had to go through with Student
Activities that I didn't know
about. .Apparently, they take a
percentage of the profits, and
since we didn't turn a huge profit
through this, it may not be worth
it."

Time to Go Digital
Even in a Barbie world, things are bound to go
awry. Saturday night's music selection apparently didn't agree with the stereo as it crashed
to the ground from a considerable height.
Most of the girls left, their delicate Mattel
sensibilities rattled, but some party-goers
weren't affected by the lack of music and continued to dance to the interminable music in .
their heads, which were apparently arhythmic.

Splish Splash
Be it the warm weather, the slow, deathly
descent of finals, or an unseemly combination
of both, there is something that makes us suddenly want to regress to a happier, more slippery time. Testament to this was the group of
happy-go-lucky Trinsters who whipped out the
Slip and Slide and slid their way to regressive
bliss on the Main Quad. AT usually disapproves of quad antics that involve scantilyclad men and women and long slippery things,
but a mid-9os summer throwback is one
happy exception. Slide on, Bantams, and
watch out for pebbles.

That's Not What it's All About
At an end of the year recital, a Samba teacher
attempted to teach the audience members the
art of the Samba. AT would like to remind all
of you dance afficionados that the hokey
pokey is not Samba-worthy dance material, no
matter how you shake it.

Abi Moldover

The fashionable fundraising sisters of Zeta Omega Eta, with bangin' hiphuggers and big hearts.

TH€ HIDDEN WORK FORCE
One Trinity student looks into the lives ofConn/s migrant farmers
PRIYA KALYAN-MASIH
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
After being in Connecticut for
the past four years, I have realized
that it is one of the strangest states
in this country. It has extremely
wealthy areas such as -West
Hartford and Farmington, and
some of the disparately poorest
areas, including the city where we
go to school. This semester,
through my internship I had the
opportunity to explore one part of
Connecticut that I had never
heard about: Granby, Conn. This
town is about a half hour drive
away from Trinity and is located
close to the Bradley International
Airport. It is a town consisting of
good schools, lovely homes, and
farmland. The farming areas consist of tobacco farms and nurseries which produce some of the
country's greatest amount of
tobacco and different flowers. But
the real surprise lies in the
employees of the farms - the
migrant workers.
v

Marilyn Rodriguez '07, held
an internship last summer where
she witnessed first- hand the conditions and the livelihood of these
"migrant farm workers." She presented her discoveries at a cam-

their loved ones. Many are seasonal workers, where they go to a
place to work according to what
is in season. For example, many
will be coming up this summer
from Florida to work in the tobac-

There are about 150,000 migrant farm
workers that currently are employed in the
state of Connecticut.
pus wide function last fall where
several workers were invited. In
essence, this presentation was to
celebrate their hard work and to
illuminate the hidden work force
of Connecticut, one that I certainly was not aware of. There are
about 150,000 migrant farm
workers that currently are
employed in the state of
Connecticut. They are from
places such as Puerto Rico,
Honduras, Guatemala, and
Bolivia. Many of them have left
their families behind so that they
may come to the United States to
earn money and send it back to *

co farms. Others are permanent
workers where they will work on
nurseries and farms nearby all
year long.
After learning about all of
this, I decided to get involved.
Through Marilyn's direction, a
friend of mine, Alyssa McClorey
'05, and myself were able to go to
Imperial Nurseries, where they
grow different plants and flowers,
and had the chance to speak with
the manager of the nurseries, and
learn of their needs. We learned
that there was a huge need for the
H;- T see HARD on page 14
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Students Mix and Mingleat
Krst Annual Greek Week
continued from page 1

"Everyone enjoyed the band, and I can't
wait to have them back."
The night was capped off by a giant
toga party thrown jointly at Crow and
Kappa featuring a live band, Sucka Brown.

pered by the rain.
•
IGC as a whole helped plan most
events for Greek Week, such as the the
Information tables on the Cave Patio on
Wednesday, the discussion led by the new
Muslim Chaplain on "Embracing

PAGE 13

Spning CDeeker2£>
teoRoscopes
With all of the anxiety abounding this campus over school ending
soon, it only seems natural that most of you will purge' this excitement into the upcoming festivities. Wondering if your late-night
ambition of finally approaching who you deem to be the love of
your life will work out? Hoping that your slacker days won't come
back to haunt you? Well speculate no longer, we hold the answers
to anything and everything relating to this -weekend.

Ceo
- <=rE&fUJAft3' 18

Katie Gage

Students at the "Embracing Diversify lecture fed by the Muslim Chaplain at the Hall..
Much kudos goes out to those that actually
went in costume, they were all quite fabulous. Luckily the rain held off and everyone
was able to enjoy the music and mingle
outside.
Unfortunately the torrential downpours
on Saturday forced the cancellation of the
Soapbox Derby, but Fun Fair, a service
activity with Hartford children was simply
moved into Ferris for the day. Members of
all the Greek organizations, TCAC and
ACES sponsored a variety of activities
with the kids that did riot seem to be ham-

Diversity" on Thursday, dodgeball on
Friday, and the toga party on Friday night.
Trinity's first annual Greek Week was a
success. Said Ryan Sample '06, Psi U
brother and IGC member: "Due to the success of Greek Week this year, we plan to
make it an annual event."
For those of you who missed out on the
festivities, you can still drop in on the
Soapbox Derby, battle of the bands, BBQ
and ice cream eating contest, and tug of
war, which were postponed to a later date,
tentatively Friday.

Are you tired and stressed out a l l the time
to the point that you're missing Spring
Weekend to- sleep? Don't Worry. -SyLvia
PLath Will come t o you in a dream, inspiring
a revelation on Life. You Will suddenly have a
newfound Life goal, compelling you t o complete your entire higher education in the
remaining two Weeks of school

O u t - y 23 - A U G U S T 22

Although Lately you've seemed to distance
yourself from the social scene, you'LL reemerge at the Luau to kick off your Weekend
of craziness. Mot only WiLL you surprise
everyone with your uncanny ability to Limbo.
but you'll also get hot and heavy With the
Lead singer of T h e Degenerates." You're a
high roller now.

P(sces
- MAOJCH 20

for aLL of your college career you've played
the fieLd (hey. you Weren't a pLayen you just
crushed a Lot). &ut Lately you've been thinking seriousLy about entering into a (gasp)
monogamous relationship with a younger
cuiie. You'LL Win her heart this Weekend
when you ambush the stage With your tearfuL rendiction of Lisa Loeb's "-Stay."

21You've decided t o hit the gym for that extra
confidence boost for when bathing suit season arrives. \Ceep it upr youll be on the
treadmiLL when you come up With a new diet
that wiLL sweep the nation, faster than you
can say. "Atkins." Use the Wealth you acquire
to lower the tuition rate and the greater
good WiLL thank you.

A U G U S T 23 - S G P T E M & E A . 2 2

With the Weather being Less than steLLar
Lately, you've been stuck indoors, forcing your
much coveted tan to begin t o fade. Do not
fear, summer is just around the corner, but to
prune your skin for a "faboLous" Spring
Weekend glow. you'LL hit up the tanning
salon, but unfortunately you'LL Look more
sunburned than summer-Worthy.

S E O T E M & E A . 23 - O C T O & E R - 22

Lately you've been striking out in the'pick-'
up department by hitting on girls who are
actuaLLy sober at parties. Pont worry.
Spring weekend WiLL bear many opportunities for you to cash in on the freshmen
action. Unfortunately, your victims WiLL be
more focused on getting on Scorpio s good
side than getting on you from any side.

TAUAXJS
Ae>Rjc_ 20 - M A X 20

OCTO&ER. 23 - NOVEM&EA- 21

You've been out partying hard Like a rack
You're Life is about t o go from drab to fab ...
star this semester. however, this is starting as in faboLous. Puring the after-party of.the
to catch up with you in the form of your
Spring Weekend show, fabolous will sudC.PA. You'LL find yourself inside studying denly need medicaL attention, and With
and doing Work on .Spring Weekend instead TCELET icompLetely tied up for the night
of out mingLing with R.E>p. You'LL start bitch- you'LL break out your scrubs and immediately
ing about it until you realize CJemini has it come t o his rescue. tle'LL thank you by makWorse.
ing you part of hb posse.

"Never enough" is a way of life in Italy. You'll find the same is true at
Olive Garden - where the authentic Italian dining experience is our passion.
In fact, the only thing as strong as our commitment to
100% guest delight, is keeping our employees 100% satisfied.

v .-' Servers vHos!/Hostess:*;;Bai^
Line & Production Cooks • To-CrO Specialists
Bussers • Dishwashers
"Good enough" is never enough at Olive Garden. Exceptional benefits, hands-on training,
flexible work schedules and real career opportunities to advance is only the beginning of the
great respect we show our extended Italian family of employees.
Come see the difference we're making at Olive Garden.
To apply visit us Wednesday, April 27 - Saturday, April 30,8am-5pm,
then Monday, May 2 - Saturday, May 7,8am- 5pm a t

1445 New Britain Ave., West Hartford, CT 06110.

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V.

www.oliyegarden.com

SAGfTTAOJCJS
M A X 2 1 - O U W E 21

NJoX/EMCEft. 22 - DECEM6ER 21

&LoWing off classes to Lay on the quad
'seemed Like a good idea at the time, but now
it's come back to bite you in the ass. The
most dreaded phrase has suddenly seeped
into your Vocabulary: summer schooL You try
to console yourself by talking t o sLacker
Cancer, but then you reaLize he's only missing one Weekend.

Thanks t o your recent fixation With The
kCiLLers. you boycott Spring Weekend as a
Way of showing TCAC your dissatisfaction
With this year's band selection and failure to
secure
your
current
obsession.
Unfortunately, the only one who WiLL care is
you, and Cancer, who you decide to preach t o
aLL Weekend.

CANJCEA.
O U N E 22 - O U L V 2 2

Although you're normaLly the calm, cooL and
collected type. •SW' WiLL bring about some
repressed anger when a former flame
appears t o scare off your current one. You'LL
get into a fuLL on, screaming match, causing
the current festivities to be cancelled, making you maybe the most unpopular person in

the

You'LL pop into .Spring Weekend after <sndLess pleading from your roommate, only to
discover what fate has in store for you.
Instead of being bored stiff. JJowie Pay WiLL
be drawn t o you. proposing marriage on the
spot .Start picking out china patterns, and
send your roommate a huge thank you note.
K/|rs. Pay.
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Hard Realities of Migrant life | Vote for MeIf YouThink
continued from page 12

workers to learn English so that
they could communicate properly
with their employers, progress to
other jobs, and fill out tax forms,
which only recently were put out
in Spanish.
There was also a need to pro-

workers that were Hartford residents on the weekends and continued our ESL classes. They
would bring their friends to our
meetings too.
Being a senior, I did not want
this program to fade out, so I
turned to the Office of

To [the migrant workers], receiving a
bar of soap was a blessing.
vide workers with proper hygiene
materials and health information.
The reason behind this is that
many of these workers would
rather save what little money they
make to send it back to their
loved ones than to spend it on
themselves to keep proper
hygienic care. We had a chance to
meet some of the workers during
their lunch hour and I was
touched by their humbleness and
high spirits.
After that visit, we continued
to go to the nurseries on a weekly
basis and would give ESL classes
to whichever worker wanted to
learn some English during their
lunch hour. It was useful to me as
I was finally able to put my
Spanish major skills to use, but
the best reward was when one of
my students would smile after
grasping a concept. As you can
imagine, one lunch hour a week is
not enough time to learn a language. So, I met with a few of the

Community Service for help. I
was able to advertise this program
on the Trinity Exchange, and
have been lucky in getting a few
new faces to come with me to the
farms.
After accomplishing this
much, I wanted to take this program a step further. I purchased
hygiene essentials such as tooth-

brushes and toothpaste, and distributed these items to the workers during their lunch time a few
weeks ago. Their faces were
beaming with thankfulness. It is
amazing as we take such small
things like this for granted, but to
them, receiving a bar of soap was
a blessing. I am glad that I was
able to find such a place with a
beautiful set of people in my last
semester here at Trinity.
People have asked me how I
can manage pulling this off while
being a busy second semester senior. It's simple, I do it for them,
not for me; I have enjoyed the
conversations, the smiles and the
laughter, and the chance to make
someone's day just a little bit better has been extremely worthwhile. We are all humans living
on the same Earth, and everyone
deserves a chance at a better life.

i Kalyan-Masih

A glimpse of migrant workers in their day-to-day cigar making.

Relationships are Good
continued from page 11.

only one dodgeball tournament,
and it was three weeks before the
election, but man, did people
come together. As a community.
There is one pressing issue I
feel compelled to address, and
that is that the current meal plan
policy infringes on our right to
choose. Basically, we are being

Also, I believe that a strong
candidate must have an understanding of the inner workings of
government. Let me set up an
analogy: the SGA can likened to,
basically, the United States government. Basically, it's like this:
I'm your President, the administration is the Supreme Court, the
faculty is the Senate, TCAC is thie

It was only one dodgeball tournament,
and it was three weeks before the election,
but man, did people come together.
held hostage by the popular flex
and standard meal plans. Cave
Mary and Mather Kim and yes,
even Billy Diamond, are agents,
albeit unwittingly, of this stifling
policy. I want to free you of your
hostage's shackles and hand you
back your right to choose with the
meal plan called the 220-block.
The 220-blpck was my brainchild
and if I am elected SGA
President, you will be able tochoose how, when, and how
much to eat. ue to lack of publicity, Trinity's voters are unaware
that the 220-block has long been
active and will continue irrespective of election results. But you're
hostages, and you don't know
that. Hey, do you like textbooks?

House, Campus Safety is the
Department
of
Homeland
Security, Chartwells is "special
interest groups, Mather Debbie is
Secretary of State, the student
Senate like ... Oh, wait, I mentioned the Senate twice. Damn.
Well, maybe we're more like
Parliament. DM I mention I put
together a dodgeball tournament?
In closing, I think you should
vote for me, if, for no other reason, because all my signs say simply "Vote Jane" in this really
clever postmodern way, and there
is no other Jane running for
President, or at least I hope not,
cause then you'll all be really
confused. Plus, dodgeball is fun.
Basically.
i
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recfyitingi %On~Campu$ Interviews!
Tuesday,April26 ..
Vermont Institute of Natural Science- Seasonal Environmental Educator
Vermont Teddy Bear Company- Bookkeeper; Divisional Inventory
Control Liaison; Pattern Maker; Print Stylist
Planned Parenthood- Internship Opportunities
The Hartford- Service Specialist Opportunity; Market Research Analyst;
Compliance Analyst
Thmrstlav, April 28
Long Trail Brewing Company- Marketing/PR Intern
Federal Consulting Practice- Summer Internship

•

i

Friday, April 29
The Cardigan Mountain School— Teacher
CMB Associates, Inc.— Summer Engineering Internships; Structural
Engineer
Saturday, April 30
America's Growth Capital-Corporate Marketing Communications
Internship (Spring or Summer 2005)
Greater Waltham Association for Retarded Citizens- Developmental
Disabilities Specialist/ Case Manager
Quadriga Art- Senior Program Manager
Frances Jacobsen Early Childhood Center- Transition to Kindergarten
Educator
Bonnie Castle Riding Camp— Activities Instructor/ Counselor
Sunday, May 1
Camp Kamaji— Camp Counselors
Lone Tree Camps- Summer Camp Jobs
Hennion & Walsh, Inc.— Financial Sales Specialist
Horizon Media, Inc.- Assistant Media Planner
Camp Ail-Star—Summer Coaching Positions
YWCA of the Hartford Region- Part Time After School Teacher Positions
Maine Conservation Corps—Friends of Taunton Bay Outreach
Coordinator; Environmental Educator Baxter State Park; Messalonskee
Project Coordinator; Environmental Educator/ Volunteer Leader; BRCA '
Conservation Corps Director
The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies— Undergraduate
Fellowship on Terrorism
Brigham and Women's Hospital- Fish Facility Technician

Sunday. May.! .
Tudor Investment Corporation- Research Assistant

.

Monday. Mav 2
City of New York- City of New York Summer Internship Program
American Association for the Advancement of Science- Entry Point!
Internship Summer 2005
Tufts University—Research Technician
Justice Resource Institute-Assistant Program Manager
The Walker Home and School- CMSdcare Worker
University of Maryland- Pre-Coiiege Program Summer l o b - Resident
Assistant
•
Tuesday.. M a y 3
Massachusetts General Hospital— Research Assistant /Women's.Health
Great American Insurance Company— Assistant Bond Writer
Infinity Broadcasting— Entry Level Accountant
Wednesday. May 4
Pratt & Whitney- IT Programmer- High Performance Computing
Institute for Community Research- Research Assistant
Retail Brand Alliance— Various Fashion Job Opportunities
The Education Cooperative- Staff Accountant
Massachusetts State Representative David Linsky- Legislative Aide
Thursday, May 5
WEZN/FM Star 99.9- Summer Interns
Friday. May 6
•
Corporate Executive Board— Research Associate; Sales Associate;
Desktop Support Analyst; Member Management Analyst
CCA Engineering LLC— Project Engineer
University of Hartford- Department of Athletics Internship Positions

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at;
.http://trincoILereesruiting.c0m
We're
available
Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM io 5:00 PM
1
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on events,
special programs and lob listings

i
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Les Choristes Transcends
Cultural Barriers Smoothly
MAGGIE DOWNING
FEATURES EDITOR

My first experience with the film Les
Choristes (The Chorus) was in Paris. While
studying abroad there last spring I .would
occasionally take a break from the threemonth delayed, French subtitled American
blockbusters that so often graced the
screens on the Champs Elysees to take in a
'true French film. Despite a few moments
of linguistic confusion, I was enchanted by
this poignant and beautiful film, so I was
ecstatic to hear that it was playing at
Cinestudio this past week. In addition to

to the school director, Rachin, portrayed by
Francois Berleand, and to his strict punishment method of "action-reaction." This is
not Mathieu's style, no matter how rowdy
or rude the boys may be. Although he must
try to assert some power over them, he
wins the boys over by joining with them
against Rachin. Once he realizes the harshness of the punishments doled out for
minor infractions Mathieu does his best to
reprimand his students without allowing
Rachin to intervene with his favored corporal punishment.
The boys of Fond d e l ' Iitang are a ragtag bunch, many of whom were orphaned
by the second World War.
The most memorable orphan
is Pepinot, who waits by the
gate each Saturday for a
father who will never arrive.
Each of the boys seems to be
a trouble-maker in his own
way, and many of them were
ordered to attend the school
and are visited occasionally
by family. In addition to
their attitude and behavioral
problems, all the boys are
grouped together in one
classroom creating a less
than desirable environment

the bad behavior that often
A Promotional Poster from the film's original release, results in beatings or other
clearing up those details I may have missed
horrendous punishments.
with the addition of English subtitles for
Despite his attempts to win over the
non-francophones, it was also an opportustudents, Mathieu is ridiculed at first and
nity to see a good movie on a big screen
must fight for their acceptance. When
and reminisce about France.
some of the boys break into his room and
The film is set in post-World War II steal his sheet music he seems ready to
France, at a boarding school for "difficult"
employ "action-reaction" until another
boys, some of whom are orphans. The lead- teacher happens upon them and Mathieu
character, Clement Mathieu, played by
immediately covers up for the boys.
Gerard Jugnot, arrives at the school not
Mathieu makes up a lie about starting a
knowing what he has gotten himself into by
choir, but upon hearing the boys singing
accepting the position of supervisor at
see LES on page 17
Fond de L'Efang. He is quickly introduced

oka Brown Plays
Greek Week Party
BRIAN BUBIEL
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
"Toga, toga, toga!" The calls could be
heard across Trinity dorm rooms throughout the campus. Yes, the smell of Animal
House was in the air and had infected the
greek community, as well as the rest of the
school. With the culmination of the
InterGreek Council's Greek Week, the
Crow fraternity house, along with Kappa
Kappa Gamma hosted Friday night's festivities.
"It was a good turn out," said Patrick
Foley ' 0 5 , a Crow brother. "There was a
good mix of people out there, it wasn't the
usual fraternity scene."
• Indeed, this was one of the IGC's main
goals of Greek Week festivities — to welcome a broader scope of students into the
greek community.
"We were worried the night would be a
disaster due to the weather," Crow
President Ben Leong '06 stated. "We prepared for the event, cleaning the yard and

setting the stage up, and it could have all
beenxancelled or moved."
IGC and Crow were able to book Sucka
Brown, an alternative Incubus-style band.
Sucka Brown arrived on the scene shortly
after 8 p.m. and began playing promptly at
8:40. Soon after, people poured into the
backyard, enjoying both the sights and
sounds of the toga party.
Sucka Brown played popular covers in
addition to focusing on their own original
music. One particular cover that stoked the
crowd of rougly 400 students was "Possum
Kingdom" originally by the "90s grunge
rock group the Toadies.- Lead vocalist
Brendan Hall also belted lyrics to the popular Outkast song "Hey Ya."
Other members of the band include
guitarist Todd Dennan, bassist Scott
Sowden, and Matt Slowik on drums. The
Boston-based band has been together for
just over 18 months.
see I.G.C. on page 16

ARMOR FOR SLEEP'S N E W
RECORD FALLS FLAT
Band's Sophomore Release Isn't Bad, Just Bland
Armor for Sleep might top. If you hate
them, there's no need to read any further,
ARTS EDITOR
because this album definitely will not be
It's hot every day that a band pours
worth your time.
their heart and soul into creating an album,
What To Do When You Are Dead,
and comes up with a refreshingly unique
which was released two months ago, is the
piece of music destined for commercial band's sophomore release, and follows
success. Unfortunately for Armor for
their relatively successful 2003 debut
Sleep and their new album What To Do Dream to Make Believe. However, this
When You Are Dead, today isn't that day - tune around the band chose noted Metaland tomorrow isn't looking particularly
band producer Machine (whose previous
work includes the tike of Lamb of God,
Vision of Disorder, and White Zombie) to
handle then: studio sessions. If you think
that bringing in a Metal producer to work
with a band that plays pop-influenced emo
was an odd choice, you're right. While
sloppy wouldn't be a fair way to characterize the production, one does get the sense
that Machine did not really known which
sounds deserved to be particularly influenced in this genre of music, and the final
mix reflects that fact.
ERIC DAUCHER

Dave Hill

Covert art from the latest album.
good either. The problem does not stem
from the fact that the album is deeply
flawed, or even particularly bad in any single respect, it is just unremarkable in nearly every facet.
Armor for Sleep is a traditional two
guitars, a bass, and drums, four-piece band
out of New Jersey, with a sound that incorporates elements of post-hardcore, emo,
and pop-punk. To compare them to some
better-known bands, they come across as
something of a mix between Finch, Taking
Back Sunday, The Used, and Further
Seems Forever. If those bands interest you,

The album has a pseudo-storyline that
touches each track, but does not entirely
shape the music. What To Do When You
Are Dead is not a rock opera in the vein of
Tommy (or American Idiot for those more
contemporarily inclined), instead it has a
loosely directed concept. As its name suggests, the record deals primarily with the
issue of death (both literally and figuratively), as well as feelings of loneliness and
isolation. When the first track "Car
Underwater" opens with the lines "Believe
the news / I ' m gone for good / Call off the
search / No one will know that I am down
here" the listener is immediately given a
very clear imagine of where the rest of the
see EMO on page 16

Studio Arts Annual
Tuesday Apr. 26 - Wednesday Apr. 27 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
This annual exhibition features the work of students enrolled
in Studio Arts courses. The gallery will re-open for the Studio
Arts Senior exhibition on May 21 and 22.
Interarts Practicum
Thursday, Apr. 28 at 4:30 p.m and 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd floor
Students in their second year of study in Trinity's InterArts
Program present a multi-disciplinary evening of music and theater.
Finding The Quiet
Wednesday, May 4 at 10 a.m.
Washington Room, Mather Campus Center
As an offshoot of the Circle of Compassion, Circle of Peace
mandala project, over 200 Parkville Community School students
from Hartford, joined by Trinity students, will perform their
response to the mandala in a piece entitled "Finding the Quiet."
The piece will be coordinated by Visiting Lecturer Kathy
Borteck Gersten, joined by members of the Judy Dworin
Performance Ensemble.

austinarts.org

ARTS
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Accidentals Win A Cappella Competition I.G.C. Toga
Party a Big
Success
A B I MOLDOVER

PHOTO EDITOR

On March 19, while many Trinity students were heading out for spring break,
excited for a week of sleeping and tanning,
the members of the Accidentals had something different in mind; on this day the 10
members of Trinity's only all-male a
capella group (accompanied by family and
fans) headed down to Rockville, Conn for
• the first annual a capella competition hosted by ' the Rockville Downtown
Association. Other competitors in the

competition included Wesleyan's allfemale Cardinal Sinners, Yale's co-ed Out
of the Blue, and U Conn's all-male The
Conmen. Each group was to perform a
twenty minute set after which the audience
would vote by placing a ticket stub in
whichever group's box they thought
deserved to win. One audience member
was heard saying that the Accidental's won
by a landslide.
So what set our Accidental's so far
above the rest? Director Doug Goodman
'06 said that although all of the groups

gave flawless performances, the set list
that they chose to perform seemed to set
them apart from the other groups. From
their repertoire of about 18 songs, the boys
chose to open with "Good Ol' A Capella,"
complete with sections of tap dancing and
beat boxing, followed by the relatively
new song "Some Kinda Wonderful." Then
there was "Dock of the Bay," featuring
Marcus Garcia '06 who came back from
Trinidad for the event (he was on spring
break as well), and the old favorite "Let It
Be." It was the final number, however,
that would make it or break it for the
Accidentals. Carter Erwin '08 took center
stage and the group sang their oh-so-popular rendition of "Enormous Penis," much
to the joy of the audience. Not only did the
group win a monetary prize and the rights
to a 30-minute encore, but they were able
to promote their new CD, Dam, which
went on sale this past January.
When asked about the logistics of the
group and the competition, Goodman said
that a lot of the actual process of entering
the competition had to do with the work of
their business manager (Erwin). Once
there, their success had a lot to do with the
fact that they have an especially strong
group this year. Last semester they accepted Devin Romanul '07 and Alex Dancho
'08, then added IDP student Dan Klin '07
only a few months ago, bringing the grand
total to 10 members. Of the group, five of
them are music majors. Not only does this
help in selecting and arranging music, but
all of the members can sight-read now
which makes it possible to learn new songs
more quickly.

continued from page 15

The band used the sensational covers to
transition into their own original tunes,
including favorites "Gravity My Energy,"
and "Save the Fool."
Lead singer Brendan Hall was extremely pleased with the turn out of the toga clad
Trinity crowd.
"I looked out at the crowd at one point
and said, this is awesome," he later
remarked. "I was really stoked that everyone was really rocking out. That was the
biggest crowd we've ever played in front
of."

Carlos Baz

see ACCIDENTALS on page 17

Sucka Brown Rocking the Toga Party.

Abi Moldover

The Accidentals before their latest performance at the Bistro.

SESSIONS BEGIN MAY 18 AND

Emo Kids Rejoice, Another
Record Sounds TheSame
continued from page 15
a shame that they did not demonstrate that
piece is headed.
ability a bit more often Track eight,
Perhaps the biggest problem with the "Basement Ghost Singing," is probably
album is just how similar most of the the most musically interesting song on the
songs are to one another. At times one album. Its use of a synthesizer, the inclubarely notices as one track ends and the sion of a more complex drum line, and its
next begins because the instrumentation, ghostly guitar solos in addition to the
pacing, and vocals are all so similar. Most prevalent power chords are sure-fire attensongs are a fairly bland mix of power tion-grabbers. If the rest of the album had
chords, standard vocals, and occasional demonstrated a similar level of thought
outbursts of yelling/screaming that sound and creativity, it would be worthy of an
particularly similar to Finch. There are " overwhelmingly positive review.
also a fair number of sliding power-chords
As it is, What To Do When You Are
thrown in as lead-ins, which does help
Dead is not particularly worth picking up
break things up a bit. Despite the ghostly
unless you are already a devoted fan of
imagery that makes occasional appearArmor for Sleep or their genre of music. It •
ances, the lyrics are overall fairly similar
isn't a bad piece of work, it just isn't parto a lot of other pop-punk out there. There
ticularly great either. While certain tracks
are lot of staple lines thrown in such as
leave you wanting to hear more, their con. "I'm sick of trying so hard," or "Don't
leave me alone / I can't stand the way the trast with the overall mediocrity of the rest
world feels when I'm walking alone," that of the songs is just a further reminder that
could be, and probably have been, on the album doesn't quite measure up.
records by dozens of radio bands trying to
appeal to the stereotypical disaffected
teenager. This does not mean that the band
is intentionally trying to play to the MTV
crowd, but what it does mean is that their
sound is likely a bit young for most college
students.

Thankfully the album does have some
standout songs. Track six, "A Quick Little
Flight," is a sharp change of style from the
preceding songs. Its quiet, dream-like
vocals, and softly floating melody demonDave Hill
strate that Armor for Sleep is capable of
creating different sounding songs — it's just T h e Ghost" floats over his home.

Earn three credits in three weeks
with our new Mayterm

SUMMERTERM
Open to all current college
students and adult learners
• Ideal for area students home from college
• Begin a master's program
• Small, focused classes
Flexibility and choice
• Two convenient sessions
• Day and evening classes
• More than 400 courses

Focus on your studies, get ahead, and
fulfill general education requirements.

Call today
860.768.4978

summer@haitford.edu
www.hartfard.edu
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Les Choristes Music "Cabaret" Proves To Be Moving
Holocaust-Era Music and Entertainment Revived in Summit
Touching, Powerful
continued from page 15

The weak part of the plot is
the, somewhat pathetic romantic
interest -between Mathieu and the
mother of his star soloist. Little
interaction is shown between the
two characters, yet Mathieu
seems to be falling for her. The
relationship that is established
allows Mathieu to tell her about
Pierre's talent and encourage her
to send him to a music school
where he could receive a scholarship. However the limited interaction and the limited knowledge
we have about Pierre's mother
makes this aspect
of the story less
realistic and contrived.
The story is
told through a
diary
of
Mathieu's, which
the
grown
Pepinot gives to
the
grown
Morhange at the
start of the film.
By opening with
the boys as adults
we learn that
Mathieu instructs the boys of Fond de I'feang. Morhange has
gone on to become a worldmethods to best use his talent.
famous conductor. This basic
Throughout these scenes and
story of a teacher who comes hi
the rest of the movie the music
and changes everything and
sets the tone, whether it is the
light, bright boys voices singing ' touches his students' lives forever
is not a new one. Les Choristes is
about springtime, or the more
not a ground-breaking or startling
somber and eerie songs that set
film in anyway. Yet the music
the backdrop for the more serious
and the earnest portrayal of
scenes. This aspect helps tranClement Mathieu come together
scend this film from your basic
to create a sweet and touching
run of he mill movie to something
one night before bed he decides to
go ahead with it.
Mathieu
devotes himself wholeheartedly
to bis new task and his love for
music is reawakened. The turning point for the choir is when
Mathieu discovers that Pierre
Morhange, who .was being punished during the formation of the
choir and then refused to sing, in
fact has a beautiful voice.
Mathieu really seems to come
alive at this point, devoting himself to teaching Morhange correct

a little bit different and special.

film.

Accidentals Top A
Cappella Performers
continued from page 16
Although this was the first
time that the Accidental's entered
a competition of this nature they
felt it was a positive experience
and hope to do it again. Other
plans for the future include going
on a tour of high schools and colleges next year during winter
break, recording a new CD to be
released in the fall of 2006, and
finding new members hi preparation for the large amount of mem-

bers who are currently juniors and
will be graduating (auditions are
held in September after the
"Freshmen Concert"). When
looking for members, it is important not only that they are good
singers but, because of the huge
time commitment involved in
rehearsals and performances,
people that the group can get
along -with; as Goodman puts it,
"we're looking for both a good
singer and a best friend."

continued from page 1
in this way, the actors attempted
to recreate the Cabarets that those
incarcerated in concentration
camps or relocated to ghettos
throughout Europe would put
together during the Holocaust as
a means of maintaining morale.
"They created what was to come
next: entertainments for people
who could not be comforted,
diversions for people staring into
their own deaths" (Zalman
Mlotex and Adrienne Cooper,
"Ghetto Tango'). "At the Edge of
the World" artistically attempted
to give back the voices to those
victims who were silenced during
the Holocaust. My only regret in
watching this performance is that
there were not more people for
these voices to speak to. Eight
performers, maybe 14 audience
members, six million victims ...
you do the math.
Springtime at Trinity College
is something that, as a freshman,
I heard about long before I set
foot on this campus, and it is certainly living up to its reputation..
However, between coordinating
one's outfit for the Cave Patio
Luau and calculating how to
manage to meet Howie Day next
Sunday, I feel like our college
should also be asking us to pay
closer attention to events that are
not commemorated by pyramids
of empty beer cans. I believe that
the students here have more
"substance" in them than that if

our school would help us to capitalize on it.
It seems outrageous to me
that one cannot enter or leave
Mather Hall without being bombarded by advertisements for
Greek Week and yet simultaneously occurring is the anniversary for the victims of one of the
most tragic genocides of the 20th
century. In terms of the latter,
only about two dozen people on
this campus are aware of/or at
least expressed any interest in
supporting this event. I include
myself on the outside of these
conscientious few as, to be honest, I had no idea that any commemorative ceremonies of any
kind for the Holocaust were
going on until I was emailed the

weeks on campus are filled with
color, anticipation, etc: all the
typical springtime sentiments
that come with warmer weather
and longer days. It is easy to see
why dwelling on something as
dark and frighteningly real as the
Holocaust does not really fit into
the scenic feel of our campus for
these last few weeks of classes.
However it is the fact that
Trinity is an academic campus, a
place to learn and to study,
which suggests that we as students who live here should try to
hold ourselves to higher intellectual levels. These include awareness of the social events occurring around us outside of our
college community. Events like
the 60th Anniversary on May 5th

Pay closer attention to events that are
not commemorated by pyramids of empty
beer cans.
assignment to cover "At the Edge
of the World"'by my editor. Had I
not been wilting for the Tripod, I
probably still would be completely clueless.
Last Wednesday, watching
"Cabaret" it was such a striking
contrast to see these performers
dressed in all black paired with
the pastel blues and purples of
Trinity skies at dusk and the
pinks and greens of Trinity students at day. These last few

that has been designated internationally
as
Holocaust
Remembrance Day.
I applaud all of the cast members who participated in "At the
Edge of the World" in their
attempts to provide some sort of
a spotlight on this significant
event. My hope is that in the
future such events will be given a
more credible place on our college's campus than the piano
room of Summit South.

DON'T MOVE Apr. 26
7:30 p.m.
.
After a not-entirely happy first encounter with Hollywood, Penelope Cruz returns to
Europe for her best performance in a movie since Pedro Almodovar's All About My
Mother. Cruz is riveting, sensual and soulful as an Albanian woman working as a house
cleaner in the economic shadows of prosperous Italy. Her affair with a wealthy surgeon is
an intense trapeze act, teetering between exploitation and desire. Written, directed and
starring Sergio Castellitto (who played the theater director in Va Savoir), and based on a
novel by Castellitto's wife, author Margaret Mazzantini. "Afull-bodied, all-stops-out love
stoiy with a wrenching impact that makes most of today's screen romances seem undernourished by comparison."— Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles Times. 117 min.
BRIDE AND PREJUDICE Apr. 27-30
27-29 7:30 pjn, and 30 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
The re-formatting of Jane Austen's 18th century England to 21st century India makes
surprisingly perfect sense. In both milieus, the stakes for finding a suitable mate are high,
the mistakes costly, and the mothers outrageously ambitious. Bride and Prejudice begins
as Lalita(Aishwarya Rai ) meets her Darcy - a California rich kid - and is anything but
swept off her feet. She calls him a bloody imperialist, he finds her provincial, and the possibility of love appears elusive. Succumb to the intoxicating music, dance, and romance of
Bollywood with a global twist, from Gurinder Chadha, the director of cult hit Bend it Like
Beckham. "Purists who think Austen will be spinning in her grave will be wrong. She'll
be dancing" - Peter Travers, Rolling Stone.. I l l min.
DJEJBJS. Apr. 29-30
9:50 p.m.
Nope, DJZH.S. is indie material all the way, a fun girl power riff on spy movies by
first time writer/director Angela Robinson. Our four hottie heroines are recruited by the
government to conquer evil in the corporeal form of Lucy Diamond. But when the
D J2.B.S.' star player, Amy, gets the fever for her nemesis, the plan goes to heIl...You gotta
love a soundtrack that includes songs "Another Girl, Another Planet" (The Only Ones);
"Love Cats" (The Cure), and "Viva La Fever" (The Cooler Kids). "Along with being the
best - okay, the only - teenage lesbian superspy movie to date, D£B.S. is also sweet and
surprising." - Kurt Loder, MTV Movie Notes.
The FRIDAY April 29 screening olD££S.
is a Special Benefit for The Connecticut
Gay & Lesbian Film Festival ADMISSION FOR THIS SCREENING: $10,
Students/Seniors $8 For more information call 860.586.1136. 91 min.
MASCULINE FEMININE May. 1-3
1 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. 2-3 at 7:30 p.m.
Don't miss the new print - with new subtitles - of Jean-Luc Godard's playfully innovative masterpiece, Masculine Feminine. Made at the top of his game, (Godard made 15
films between Breathless in 1960, and Weekend, 1967) Masculine Feminine is in every
way- a pleasure to experience. Jean-Pierre Leaud (best known as Truffaut's alter ego,
Aiitoine Doinel) stars as a confused "revolutionary" who is torn between his political
engagement and the pursuit of a beguiling, would-be pop singer (Chantal Goya). Fresh,
profound, humorous, and (still) hip, Masculine Feminine is a melancholy homage to
youth. 103 min.

CROSSING

The Accidentals

Cover Arts from Dam the latest album from the Accidentals.

cinestudio.org

Dear Trinity Students:
As we approach Spring Weekend, the Office of Campus Life (OCL) & TCAC would like to take a few
minutes of your time to remind you of some policies and recommendations to keep our celebration
problem free and maximize your fun. For the majority of Spring Weekend, the established Alcohol Policy
rales will be in effect.
' 1. Throughout the weekend, mere will be NO BOTTLES ALLOWED as per usual
2. On Friday & Sunday, there will be no open containers of alcohol allowed outside of events as per
usual.
3. College or upholstered furniture will not be allowed outside.
4. No common source containers will be allowed (e.g., kegs, beer balls, liquor watermelons, etc.)
For the Sunday concert TCAC, the Office of Campus Life, the Dean of Students Office aid
Campus Safety have agreed to the following conditions applicable to SUNDAY from 12PM to 5PM
ONLY.
1.. Alcoholic containers - Cans & plastic only will be allowed for those individuals, who are
21 years of age and older within the life Sciences Quad on Sunday. ANYTHING OUTSIDE
THIS AREA WILL BE ENFORCED BY THE REGULAR ALCOHOL POLICY.
a. There is a limit of 1-six (6) pack per person who is of legal drinking age for the
duration of the event
b. This will only be allowed during the hours of the concert, 12PM to 5PM on
Sunday,
c. Alcohol will be available for purchase on Friday at the Pig Roast & Luau from
8PM to 1AM; however, if there are any alcohol-related issues or disruptive
behavior by students we reserve the right to remove the privilege of having
alcohol at the Sunday concert.
d. Individuals removed from a Spring Weekend event due to disruptive behavior
will lose the privilege of attending the remaining Spring Weekend events.
2. All students and guests must obtain a wristband front TCAC to enter the events. Students
will enter through check points located at:
a. MCEC& Life Sciences (near the Child Development Center)
b. Between McCook & Jackson (located at the stairs between Jackson & Jones)
c. Summit Suites Patio entrance.
3. All students and their guests will need to obtain a wristband from Mather Hall on Friday,
April 29th, between 9:30 AM and 9:00 PM.
4. No College or upholstered furniture will be allowed into the concert areas.
5. Entrances to the Sunday event will open at 12:00PM,
6. No Cameras or Video Cameras will be allowed into either venue per request of the artists.
Please keep in mind that the college alcohol policy applies everywhere else on campus with the exception
of those areas listed above. Furthermore, we ask that everyone do his or her best to clean up throughout
the weekend. Si addition, please keep in mind that the residence halls are not party zones. Access to
campus residence halls will be limited to residents-only of that building from 12AM Friday, April.
29th until 11:59PM on Sunday*'May 1st. As a community, we should be mindful that vandalism and
damages to the residence halls, rooms or college furniture will not be tolerated. There will be strict
enforcement of the Alcohol Policy and Regulations within the residence halls*
We hope that our Spring Weekend celebration is a inemorable one for everyone, so we are asking for
your support to be socially responsible for yourself, -your friends, peers, the College community, and our
beautiful campus. Enjoy the weekend to the fullest, but let's be responsible for our campus and our
community in the name of Spring Weekend 2005.
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7 p.m. - Apr. 29
Sevendust, SkincJred, Bobaflex,

Sound Device

Elixir of Love
7:30 p.m. Apr. 28
8 p.m. Apr. 30

Soilwork, Dark Tranquillity,
Hypocrisy, Mnemic

Copeland, Anberlin, Paramore,
Synthetic Chance

Classifieds
1993 Nissan Maxima GLE - $1750
Original owner, 3 liter V6 auto, ABS,
A/C,~etc. 150k mi. Tires, muffler,
exhaust, brakes, newly replaced
860-262-5034
.
****TickerSafe**** Lenny Kravitz @
the Oakdale,** Nelly @ Madison Square
Garden**, **Alicia Keys @ Radio City
Music Hall**. Any Sports Events or
Broadway shows look us up online at
BTTickets.com or call us at 1-888-RR Yanks!
•
Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds.
Looking for babysitters or someone to rake
your leaves? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings? Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

Alaska's Inside Passage
2 p.m. May 1

7 p.m. - Apr. 30

6 p.m. - May 1 ;

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-Apr. 26
9:30 p.m.BANQUET, a student led praye r service
- Chape!
WEDNESDAY-Apr. 27
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt
Chapel
4 p.m. Sacrament of Reconciliation (RC) Verger's Room
5 p.m. Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons

SUNDAY-May1
5:15 p.m. Holy Eucharist Service (said) Friendship Chapel
Sermon by Daniel Heischman, College
Chaplain
9:30 p.m. Recitation of the Rosary - Friendship
Chapel
10 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
MONDAY-May 2
7:30 p.m. Peace Fellowship Meditation - Crypt
Chapel

THURSDAY -Apr. 28
12 p.m. Centering Prayer (RC) - Verger's Room
6:30 p.m. Quran Class - Verger's Room
6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel

TUESDAY - May 3
9:30 p.m. BANQUET a student led service Chape!

FRIDAY-Apr. 29
1:05 p.m. Muslim Prayers - Verger's Room

Please visit our Web site at: www.trincoll.edu/chapel for worship service schedules and further
information on Chapel events.

cttur
Ml

4:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Apr. 27, 2005
McCook Auditorium
Seen But Not Heard From: Renaissance Children &
Their Visual World
Patricia Fortini Brown
Chair, Department of Art & Archaeology
Princeton University

This lecture represents the first stage of research for a
book on Renaissance children, with a focus on their
visual culture and material circumstances. Child portraiture emerged in northern Europe in the fifteenth century and soon spread to Italy, becoming a recognized
genre in the sixteenth century in the homes of artisans,
merchants, and aristrocrats. And yet these children
have generally remained silent actors in the drama of
Renaissance life. By bringing together the material culture of the child (not only portraits and other forms of
visual representation, but also furniture, clothing and
other objects) with contemporary texts (most notably
wills, letters and treatises), I hope to give voice to their
concerns and to explore the experience of childhood in
Renaissance society.

mm
Former Child Soldier to Speak at Trinity College
Sponsored by Human Rights Program
"Sometimes I feel as if I am 6 years old, and sometimes as though
am 100 years old because of all that I have seen." - China Keitetsi
China Keitetsi was abducted by soldiers at the age of eight, and was
forced to fight and endure sexual abuse for 11 years. Keitetsi, who
grew up in Uganda, East Africa, now advocates on behalf of child soldiers worldwide. She will give a public talk in Alumni Lounge at 5:00
p.m. on Apr. 26.
Keitetsi is now an international advocate for children who are kidnapped and forced into war. She has testified before the United
Nations Security Council, and has traveled around the world to speak
about the plight of child soldiers. Although her persona1 ^xper^nc
took place in Uganda, she has taken up the cause of ek... -coe-o
over the world. The United Nations estimates that as rr.a1"^ ' = " C '
children may be serving in armies in more than a do =
Africa and Asia.
Her autobiography, They Took Away My Mother and Gave ivfe a Gun,:
is a bestseller in Germany under the title, Sie nahmen -mir die Muttsij
und gaben mir ein Gewehr. Mein Leben als Kindersoldatin. Keitetsi'sjj
story can be found at: http://xchiid.dk
I

Saint Joseph College
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THE
GRADUATE
SCHOOL
Programs of Excellence
for Women and Men

MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS

Biology/Online Biology
Biology/Chemistry
Chemistry
Community and School Counseling
Early Childhood Education
Education
Marriage and Family Therapy
Nursing
Special Education
... and our AfciFMaster of Science
in Management program!
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Who Can You Become?

Find out more;
860.231.5381
www.sjc.edu

Dietetics Internship
Human Development/Gerontology
Marriage and Family Therapy .
Pastoral Family Therapy
Spirituality
Teacher Certification
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Not Watching the NBA Playoffs? You Should Be
raid llify piesent some ink-resting >.-lcis)ies.
lamison and (iilbert -\ienas but lack the.
ii' .Stephen Jackson aiounJ the
In Ihe East, the Nets' Cinderella siory ends
quality of supponing cast the Bulls can
court, the series might come down to
eaily as Miami's double D's - D-Wucle and
boasl around Gordon, who ha.s emerged as
O'Neal vs. Rael I.aFient/. Ii O'NLMI can
llie Diesel - easily out-fire the Nets and
An astonishing thing happened this
their fhst scoring option. UllimaleK, the
get back to something .similar to his early
e\en though it pains me to admit it. the edge has to go lo the Bulls because, as was
week; I found out thai there was still bas-.eason foim coming oil' his shoulder
defending diampi" will clean hi»u*e wiih
evident on Sunday nigh!, jl one or Iwo of injury, he should be haul to slop from gelketball heing played. The NBA has fallen
The Answer and the Philadelphia 7(>ers.
Washington's Hie Three don't show up to ting to the. second round.
so fur off the snap that the entire spoils
ihe arena, ihe ,show: is nvei lor the Wizards.
The other two series are much more
woilJ missed a great last .stretch to the sea1 have always backed ihe 1-last because
interesting. For example, the 4-5 pus the
I he other series in the 1 inst is a .senti- the West iilwiijs had the teams thai would
son, especially in the Hast when the last
mental tear-jerker from both sides. In
plajot'f spot was still up for grabs on the Chicago Bulls against the Washington
dump the ball down to the big man and
Wizards. Say that again just lo gel ihe Indiana's e.unp, you have ihe much-publifinal ilay of the season.
kick it back, out lo score 85 a night. Over
sound of it. The Baby Hulls have rebuilt
cised final playoff run foi Reggie Miller
' Even though LeBron and Co. fought it
the season, thai Mereolvpe has jione. am!
(he old- fashioned w ay, racking up lop draft
and in Bcwlnn. the reunification of Paul
out to the last day, their demise was evident
the Suns aie sewing 120 each game and
picks the last three years and are slacked
Pierce and Anloine Walker.
weeks ago when then head coach Paul
even the mighty San Antonio Spurs can'!
with young, but experienced, playeis like
This series doesn't have ihe story lines
Silas was wrongly fired after a losing
eoui.l on Tim Duncan anymore to fit into
Kirk Heinrieh. Ben Gordon, Chris Duhon
that the Bulls-Wizards series holds and the
streak and the team fell from a middle, seed
ihe old cookie cutter method for success.
and ihe injured Luol Deng, '(hf Wi/, on balance of the series will come down to
in the East to being 0-2 getting into the
So without further a J o . the new and
the oilier hand have theii own lnande oi
.'ennaine O'Neal. The seining threats on
playoffs dining the 1-eBron era.
improved Wesi playoffs:The only suie VHC
storing machines in Larry Hushes.,\n1awn
both Mdes are there, and with Gary Pavton
But while the Cavs were stumbling to
wiener in the first lound of the West are the
the finish, the Nets linishei! with a flouiKh.
Suits. They are the best team in the league
Kdiiiid iitlie Lawrence, both Jason Kidd
and even though I am high on Pau Gasol.
mil ViiKL* Ciiiter. who was acquired in
Shane Battier and Jason Williams, the Suns
niid-se.i-.on trade. finalK started inokini:
have tbo many good players - Steve Nash,
like tlieir old si-lves and e.iicK-il 'he season
Shawn Marion, Quentin Richardson and
with OIK* of the hest .-•liutciies ot'lviskirlbiill
Amare - to go out in round one.
displayed Jill sermon.
George Karl is the only reason that the
Kven oul West, whore Kobe and the.
Spurs are not also a lock against Carmelo
l.ake Show were officially eliminated from
and the Denver Nuggets. The Nuggets are
the jilayollV. two weeks before, riie end of
rolling with Karl at the helm and I think he
e seuvin - am! by ihe. wav. Mr. Whine\
has something to prove to the NBA about
(i.M col exactly what he deserved - the
his coaching skills. However, the sevenrace, lor .seeding was still hot going into (he
gafne first round makes the Nuggets' upset
•isi week. Not even lxsi jear's Wc-steni
less likely because winning four games in
Conlereive runners-up could splash the
the first round is a lot harder than winning
noif pool iu 2005. ;ind n>. it linns out.
three. This series will go the distance, but
the Memphis (Viz/lies got the last spot.
Timmy et al, will pull it out from under the
Tikins: the place of the Laker*.
Rich and Creamy.
Tiniberwolvcs and (he Portland Trail
For my money, the most boring series
Blazers, who finished 25 game.s out of first
of the playoffs might be Sacramento
place in the Northwest Division, were the
against Seattle. The Kings are another old
Phoenix Siuib. who came iron] nowhere to
franchise that survived from the" era when
run away with the Pacific Division title,
the West dominated the Association. The
the Seattle Supeisonics anJ the Houston
Supersonics are a nice team but lack- any
Rockets who piled on the shoulders ot Ttrue marquee players to make them interMac, Yao and Sura to get themselves inlo
esting outside of their Northwest corner.
vwvw.espn.com
the postseason.
,
Dwyane Wade and the Heat are going to get to the Finals from the East
.
sec NBA on page 22
So now the first round matches are set

JON SlMONIAN

SPORTS EDITOR

Trinity College
Shipping, Packaging
&
Summer Storage
We Can Store or Ship:
Computers, Stereos, Skis, Bicycles, Forniture, etc

The UPS Store
Coming to The Elton/Jones Quad
' Wed. May 4 - Sat May 14
. Rain: Mather Campus Center
Hours: 1-0:00-4:30
Attention Seniors:
New Location on Friday, May 20
• & Monday, May 23
•• Vernon Street - Outside The Bistro
1028 Boulevard
W. Hartford; CT 06119
232-2767

Available for Purchase:
• Boxes»Tape,Poster Tubes
• Domestic & International Shipping Services
• Packaging Materials & Packaging Service
• Summer Storage
® Insurance
.
.. '• Locally Owned & Operated Business
Call To Reserve Space NowI
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Women's Lax in Late Season Slump NBA All
Mixed Up
This Tuesday, Trinity will head to
Bates, Williams and most recently, Colby.
Though the outcomes of recent match- Middletown for a game against Wesleyan.
Trinity Women's Lacrosse knew that es have been unfavorable, Trinity continues The two teams are evenly matched, as
their match on Saturday against eighth- to display the tenacity that marked their hot Wesleyan is ranked only slightly higher
ranked Colby would be a challenge, but start this season. Their games against Tufts than Trinity but the Bantams have a better
with a recent rash of NESCAC losses, they and Bates were high-scoring affairs that overall record. The women will then finish
had high hopes of challenging the Mules Trinity lost by two-points or less each time. the regular season this Saturday when they
and reasserting their position as strong con- Another sign of their steadfast resolve is take on second ranked Middlebury. The
tenders in the upcoming NESCAC tourna- that many of their recent losses have, gone Panthers have an impressive resume and at
ment. While captain Beatrice'Gratry '05 into overtime and their performance 8-1, Middlebury should prove daunting
started the scoring with an early goal at against Bates was particularly outstanding, opposition for the Bantams.. However, if
2:15 against Colby, Trinity ultimately fell ' with each team scoring nearly twenty goals the Bantams were to pull off an upset, it
:
would greatly improve their chances of
9-5.
• Y-'•••••
^ / V v > - : V - " - : • - • ' apiece.
The Bantams, at one point, had; high receiving a better position in the tournaThe team; hit a rut after Sheir initial
hopes
of cracking into the top-10 for ment.
drive and their defense faltered; allowing
Division
HI lacrdsse, but their recent
All throughout the season, the team's
Colby six goals by the half. Though behind
results
have
dropped them into the fifteenth goal has always been to finish strongly and
by three points at the half 6-3, Trinity
fought back in the second stanza, and after slot and the outcome of their next few constantly work to improve right up until
giving up as seventh goal, the Bantams net- games will be crucial to their securing an the very end. Trinity's commitment to this
ted two of their own to pull them back into - advantageous seed in the NESCAC goal will hopefully have a positive impact
.
on their final games of the season.
the game at 7-5. First-year Emily Allen Tournament:
muimmiiiimjM—•«•»
continues to shine in her first season and
scored twice on Saturday , including
Trinity's fifth and final goal of the game
• *!
with 22:35 remaining. Abigale Arnold '07
l
fc5ff
and Lauren Malinowski '07 also contributed with goals of their own, but Colby
goalie Catharine O'Brien made 20 out of
25 saves in the game. Trinity's goaltender
Michelle Smith '08 also performed well in
the game and stopped 16 out of the 25 shots
v
ifiigjHMjtt! -Wm fraP*
she faced.
?£r998«i!9i
tig**" " " * www ^^^^"^wEfflMlK " W' ^Wtrt
The Bantams have struggled since their
overtime loss to Amherst a few weeks
back. While their.overall record is above
the .500 mark at 8-5, their NESCAC com*&*.
»
petition has proved more difficult and with
Saturday's loss, their league record stands
at 2-5. They, have had only one win since
their match versus Amherst and it came
against Wheaton College last week. Over
Chuck Pratt
the span, the Bantams have fallen to Tufts, Women's Lacrdsse needs a feto wins to get a good seed in the NESCAC Tourney.
SHANNON LINDGREN
SPORTS WRITER

m
JUS

•
i WSM
9HBH1
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Upcoming Events
MM
i^if

Tue Apr. 26
Baseball vs. Eastern Conn. (3:30 p.m.)
Softball @ Wesleyan (D.H.)
Men's Lacrosse @ Eastern Conn.
Women's Lacrosse @ Wesleyan
Thu Apr. 28
Men's & Women's Track and Field @ UPenn

P Q FriApr. 29
Women's Tennis @ Middiebury (NESCAC
Championships)

o

Sat Apr. 30
Baseball @ Brandeis (D.H.)
Softball @ Bates (D.H.)
Men's Lacrosse @ Bowdoin
Women's Lacrosse @ Middlebury
Men's & Women's Track and Field @ Colby
(NESCAC Championships)
Women's Tennis @ Middlebury (NESCAC
Championships)
Sun May 7

Baseball vs. Middlebury (D.H.)
(12:00 p.m.)
Men's Lacrosse @ ^SCAC Quarterfinals
Women's Lacrosse?^w£^^^puarterfinals
Women's Tennis @ Middlebury (NESCAC
Championships)
Men's & Women's Crew @ New England
Championships

w

mf ' wmi

< ontiiued fiom page 21

Mike Bibby is an o\errated point guard
and the departure of Chris Webber to ihe
76en bikes the wind out oi thi* old sail
even more Possibly the mo.st interesting
part of this series will be if either of these
teams breaks. 100'points during the senes.
Nonetheless^ I'll give the edge to the
younger team, and take the Somes in six
games.
Finally, we come to the Rockets, and
Dallas Mavericks, two teams that are completely ddtferem this >ear than they were
last year, and both for the better The
Mavs abandoned iheii run oiid ^on s-tvie
and itarted to play rf->'-rn»-1
the Rockets .stopped (-•'.-,••
defense and actuallj s<w.-<|l Millie li'llii*during the season.
The Mavs' key playei.s lij'i-1 been finu
will continue t o be LucJi D a n i r i a r u n J
Jason Tenv who has been oU\\ ing jr;)oa.
not -great, all season to ,.!•<<.
'.
i. r>-Ai .cn-.eUnrig to lean on. Natural* f
jTe; djfferent this yejr hoc... .
Noi only has he been poui»i- i-r. iv.iii^.
but he has helped create >n\\ ;..,.-•'..„. i r r
\do in (lie »>et offense, in v,JiaC wiJi i x ;i
good series of two pretty equal teams, \ a o
•ind T-Mdf will take the series jn .si*..
O\ei thi> marathon ol an NBA editori<il. v,e have turn-hed on uic iantahtii.
in the LiL»st the ledi^tribuR-r. of
around tlie league, iJie cTx.i^.i.t,
L'unrd in the West as we]!
. -;
round scries, but although \,-mv. ^ YOU
thai h a \ e stuck around th: 1 Jo:1
'••washing the plajotrs. mr tnose of
you that skipped to the i.is: ;,.:rj!:i«!ph, the
moiaJ of the story LS iliat t'n.
• as n o t
lost much ol its luster du ri :
tcou.s regular se.i.son and Ls •.
m
league, certainly n<si :

Natale Leads Baseball
to 10-a League Mark
continued from page 24

his first loss of the year as Trinity fell 4-1.
Thus, it all came down to the final
game between Trinity and Tufts. Trinity
sent out Joe Westcott '05 to win the division outright. Westcott pitched five decent
innings, surrendering three earned runs, but
like it had in Friday's victory, the bullpen
was spectacular, again not allowing a run
the remainder of the game.
The teams were tied at three at the end
of regulation after the Jumbos scored two
in the fourth and one in the sixth and
Trinity scored one run in the fourth, sixth
and seventh innings. Reliever Mike Regan
- '08 toojc over for Westcott and threw four
scoreless innings to get the Bantams to the

extra frame and then sophomore Tim Kiely
'07 picked up the victory by pitching a
scoreless 10th inning.
Jn the bottom of the 10th, outfielder
Aaron Goldstein '05 laid down a sacrifice
bunt to move the winning run into scoring
position, anc[ backup second baseman
Chandler Barnard" " '08 drove Tom
DiBenedetto '08 home with a single. The
win pushed Trinity's overall record to 23-5
and their league record to 10-2.
The- remainder of Trinity's schedule
consists of non-NESCAC teams and a
series of games against foes from the
NESCAC West division in an attempt to
get a read on their possible opponents when
the Tournament rolls around.

Students Fly Cheaper
summer travel study abroad, & more
Sample airfares from Hartford to:

Sample airfares from Boston to:

St Louis

$163

Calgary

Charlotte

$168

London

Dallas

$201

Rome

Miami

$208

to
miner be US/MoicoarUSICanKlabcitiar

Belize City ,

$274
$276
$418
$522

i1)m|xxMmtuOaiert)s^lMiwdapanclngml»aumy,a>dareirtlnckddHn>

••. StudentUniverse.com
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Great Spring Signals Tennis Looks to Rebound
Bright Future for Golf
continued from page 24

'07, the team's number one player, came in
with an even 80 and John Cosgriff '07 and
Cohen both shot 81 to round out the team
scores.
.
As a team, the Bantams finished second
at Sterling and were excited" to* play the
biggest tournament of the spring at the* very '
tough Taconic Golf Club in WiUiamstown,."
Mass, this past Friday.: :-_;.
NESCAC rival ^ilh'ams hosted t h e '
two-day Spring Challenge at their home
course, which isrankedas-onfeof th&top 25
historic Golf Courses in the United States.
Of the courses that Trinity plays on a
regular basis in competition, Taconic is one
of the more challenging and the home team
has a serious, advantage because of the
many deceptive challenges that await golfers, especially on the back side.
During the fall, the Bantams had a disappointing 17th place showing at the
. Williams Invitational, but were eager to put
that behind them and start a new trend of
great Bantam play at Taconic.
•The Bantams did indeed built upon
their strong showing at Sterling, perhaps
making an even more impressive mark at
Taconic where both Wilson-Murphy and
Sullivan were again two of the low four
scores for Trinity.
Wilson-Murphy ended the day with a
74 and tied for second along with three
other competitors. Simon Dionne '07 who
filled in for Boudria, shot a nine over par
80, good enough for 24th place tie.
Sullivan was one stroke behind Dionne at
81 and Cosgriff and Cohen both shot 88.

Trinity's total score for the day was 39
over par, or 323, and put them in sixth
place, hy far their best showing at Taconic
in a long while.
The most astounding attribute of the
Bantam's success this year is that they have
done it all without the aid of next year's
captain Matt" Lipton '06, who is. spending
this semester studying abroad.
Much of the credit for this sudden turnaround has to be spread out among many
parties, but Head Coach Bill Detfick points
to this year's captains for encouraging the
entire team to stay focused.
"A lot of credit has to go to Adam [and
Chuck Pratt
Jay] for keeping everyone's attention and
The
Bantams
placed
sixth
in
the
NESCAC
Tournament
involved so that we could come out here
continued from page 24
ing in the second round in three sets, 7-6,2and get these kinds of performances from
spot, meaning that, normally, Marsden 6, 3-6.
guys we didn't know could do that."
The good news is that the team's handBut maybe the most important thing would be seeded as a top-slotted man,
that came out of this spring was the confi- Ramsey as a second, and so on. "With icapped showing during the weekend has
dence the Bantams were looking for at the Brian out, everyone had to play up a spot," no effect on participation hi the upcoming
said Assaiante. To make matters worse, NCAA Regional. Assaiante anticipates that
start.
because
none of the players had participat- the team has earned the sixth seed in the
With only one senior on the team next
ed
the
season
at these spots during the sea- contest, and will match up with Bowdoin in
year, both Cosgriff and Boudria will be
son,
they
entered
the tournament unseeded the first round. He feels it could not stack
called upon to take a leadership role. If the
and
needed
to
play
additional preliminary up any better for his team, as Bowdoin had
team can continue churning up performpreviously defeated them in a tough loss,
ances like the few this spring, it will defi- matches just to participate.
In the end, the efforts against Bates car- and, "I think the team is absolutely stoked"
nitely take some of the pressure off next
ried into the weekend, and the Bantams fin- at the possibility of redemption. The chips
fall's leaders.
Cosgriff was optimistic about next ished sixth out of the 11 team field, tallying seem to be falling back into Trinity's favor,
year's prospects, "We're going to be. get- a team score of 26 points to edge Tufts by as Marsden will soon be available again.
In
addition
to the ' NCAA
ting Matt back in the fall and with this new a point. Ames had the most successful tourand expanded core of guys that we can nament, advancing to the number-two sin- Championship, Trinity also appears to have
count on, plus the recruits that are coming gles semifinals before losing 6-2,6-3 to the participants in the Singles and Doubles
in, we should be in good shape maybe not eventual champion. Ramsey might have Championships, with Marsden almost certo overpower the top teams, but sneak up put up the most valiant effort, jumping into tainty playing in the Singles. The team finthe number-one singles spot and barely los- ishes the season with an 8-5 record.
on theni and take them out_t>y surprise."

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14° Medium $8.99 . 1 6 " Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 o n med. $1.30. on large
Bacon
Anchovies
Garlic
Hamburger
Mushrooms Onions
Ricotta
Sausage

Broccoii
Eggplant
Cherry peppers
Olivees
Pepperoni
Peppers
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
Additional toppings $2.00 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASBQ

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

GRINDERS
COOKED SALAMI'.
$4.75 . . . . $9.50
PASTRAMI
4.75
9.50
GENOA
4.75
9.50
9.50
HAM
4.75.
TURKEY
4.75 .
9.50
PEPPERONI
4.75
9.50
ROAST BEEF
4.75
. .9.50
TUNA
4.75. . . .'.9.50
COMBO (2 kinds of above).
4.75
9.50
EGGPUNT PARMIG1ANA
. . 4.75
9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
4.75
9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGtANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL PARMIGlANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.75
9.50
STEAK/CHESSE'
' '•'•'' ' ' " ' ' 4.75. . . . . .9.50
MEATBALLS
' - " ; ' " ' ' : 4 . 7 5 . . . . . 9.50
SAUSAGE . .'.".'.'.'.' ".'.' ' ' " ' ' ' '. * 4.75
9.50

Fish

4.75

B.L.T.
VEGGIE/CHEESE .
ITALIAN .

.-.

AM.
. . . . . . . . 4.75
;-;.:
.4.99

SALADS

9.50
.9.50
.9.50
9.98

^

CHICKEN SALAD.
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTO
:
$5.99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
>$5,99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD.
. . .$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes; green peppers.
• '• •
CAESAR SALAD
$5.75
With Chicken Breast.'.
.-.$7.75
TOSSED SALAD. . . . ---. Large-84.99. .Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand island, Italian, '
: r
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar; Lite Italian
Extra Dressing
40
DESSERT
..
.
CheeseCake $2.25. ] . . ..'-. •..-. ;CarrotCake $2:99

Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot,BBQ)
(10)
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS. .
(8) . . . . 5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS •
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE. . . (16"). . . . 3.25
FRIES
2.25
FRiES/CHEESE
2.99
ONION RINGS
2.25
CINNAMON STICS
' 3.99
BREAD STICKS
2.99
CHIPS
5Q

HARTFORD 498B FARMINGTON AVENUE
FREE DELIVERY 74e Sett

7<& '&#

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fit -Sat. - 11am-3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

236-2616

7.95
7.95
7.95

Served with coleslaw & French Fries

'T
a Large Cheese I
1 Buy
with one Topping and get a
§ Large Cheese,10 Wings
I
§
Second Large Cheese for
| (Fingers)
I
§
2 Liter Soda
$15.99 1
$6.99
1
I
"1
Large Chesse
i
i
2 LITER SODA
I
|
with any Large Cheese Pizza |
Pizza
I
1
FREE
$2.00 OFF I
i

COWIBO SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

FREE

I"

I
I":

SHRIMP PESTO

,J

-Buy 1.6"-Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHiPS & 1 CanSoda

BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snappie, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice

MED $10.99 . LARGE $12.99

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsiey,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . . MED. $10.99 . . . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 U R G E $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN. . . . . . .MED$11.99 . . .LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITf WITH S A U C E . . . . . . $6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
9.95
VEAL PARMlGiANA WITH PASTA
. 7.99
BAKED ZiTi . . :
,
- 7.99

STUFFED SHELLS : .-. .-..- /
MEAT RAVIOLU. '.
CHEESE RAViOLi' .'.

••"FREE-::-;--

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering

MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99

Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.

WHITE PiE

Fried Chicken & Seafood
Fried Shrimp
Fish & Chips
4 Pieces Fried Chicken .

HOUSE SPECIAL. . . ... MED $11.99 URGE $15.99"
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN P E S T O . . . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce

.7.99
. 7.99
7.99

Includes salad and roll

•Calzones........;

$5.99"

Made fran frash dough and Sited wth mozzafete chesse and a toads al riootta.

: : :

" '

Each additional item .75
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Clinch Third Straight Division Title
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
At the start of the Baseball season,
Trinity's team knew that they would be one
of the best in their division. Their success
early in the season while in Florida reinforced that notion, but until they started
league play, there was no way to be sure of
how they stood in the NESCAC East.
Once their league schedule began, the
Bantams easily rolled over Bowdoin, Bates
and Colby, losing only one game in the
nine they had played so far.
However, this did not really resolve the
question if Trinity was the best team in the
NESCAC East because they had not yet
played the team that led the division, the
Tufts University Jumbos head to head.
This past weekend, all the-questions
were laid.-to ipsl as_the Bantams squared off
against Tufts in a three-game set and took
the series and with it the division, beating
the Jumbos two out of the three games.
Each game was close and Trinity showed
its knack for winning tight ballgames by
taking their two by one run each time.
Before their series against Tufts, however, Trinity went on the road Monday to
Springfield and in a bit of a letdown, lost
the game 6-5. The Pride knocked in two
runs with a triple in the fifth to score the
game-tying and winning runs. Bantam
third baseman and co-captain Jeff Natale
'05 was four for five against the Pride with
two RBIs. The loss was the first for the

Chuck Pratt

Bill Wise '05 has been solid defensively all year at shortstop for Trinity.
Bantams in eight games as the Pride moved age against Trinity's bullpen, pounding out
to 11-13 on the year. The Bantams slid to five more runs - four of them coming off
21-3 overall with the loss.
the relievers - in the fifth to put the game
The following day, possibly still reeling out of reach. The final score was 9-5 and
from the loss, Trinity took on Amherst in a was the Bantams first two game losing
non-divisional NESCAC game that could streak of the season.
possibly be a preview of a NESCAC
After the loss to Amherst, Trinity had a
Tournament match-up. Trinity jumped out few days to regroup before their most
early, leading the Lord Jeffs 2-1 after three important series so far. The Jumbos were
innings, but Bantam starter Chris Rodday undefeated in NESCAC East play and were
'05 only lasted four innings and was leading the division even though the
roughed up for five earned runs otf six hits. Bantams had more league wins.
Rodday gave up three runs in the fourth
The situation was simple; if Trinity
and the Lord Jeffs did the rest of their dam- won the series, they would clinch their

third straight NESCAC East title, but -if
Tufts won two or more games, they would
still have to play another three games
before they could claim their first division
title.
Friday's game was a classic comefrom-behind victory for Trinity, who at one
point were down 5-1. Natale singled in the
winning run in the bottom of the ninth with
one out to win the game, 6-5. Trinity
starter Greg Talpey '06 was touched for all
five Jumbo runs in five and a third innings,
but the bullpen slammed the door on Tufts,
not allowing a single run over the last three
and two thirds innings. Aside from getting
the game-winning RBI - his second of the
game - Natale also went two for three with
two walks and a run scored.
The final two games were scheduled to
be played on Saturday, but rain washed
those plans away arid the contests were
postponed until Sunday. The first game on
Sunday was another nail-biter that went
into the top of the ninth inning in a scoreless tie.
Trinity starting pitcher John Rappaport
'07 had pitched strong through the eighth
inning but the wheels came off in the ninth
as Rappaport was only able5 to record one
out in the final frame while giving up three
runs, two of them earned. In the bottom of
the ninth, the Bantams were only able to
muster one run and Rappaport was handed
- see NATALE on page 22 -

Golf Team Excels this Spring {Men's Tennis Gets
Ready for Playofife

' summed up the team's.feelings,
"This came as a bit of a shock and
Trinity's golf team was look- we're all- hoping that "Jay will
ing for a little encouragement recover quickly, but we've still
during its short spring season got to keep playing because that's
after a less than spectacular fall. what's in front of us."
However, with only two tournaPulaski's absence weighed on
ments on the schedule, it was hard the Bantams who traveled to
to fathom that the team could Sterling Golf Course to play in
make any significant strides this the Worcester State Invitational
spring. In the spirit of the season, this past Tuesday. Filling in for
nonetheless, the Bantams were Pulaski at Sterling was Edward
rejuvenated by some fresh faces
and showed that they are a serious
force to be reckoned with on the
links of the NESCAC.
EAMONN BROWN

SPORTS EDITOR

The season started off on a
somber note when co-captain Jay
Pulaski '05 was hospitalized suddenly and required surgery to
remove parts of his small intestine the week before the team's
first match of the spring. Pulaski
was also diagnosed with Crohnes
disease and is still in the hospital
recovering. Jay was one of the
team's most solid and steady performers and was eligible for
Academic, All-American honors
this season. Unfortunately, he
missed both the team's matches
this spring and his leadership and
play will be missed next year.
Co-captain Adam Cohen '05

Read our editor's
column about the
NBA Playoffs on
page 2i

Sullivan '07 who blew everyone
away by firing a 74, and winning
the one-day event.
It was not just Sullivan who
played spectacular golf at
Worcester, all five players shot 81
or less on the day.
Barret Wilson-Murphy '06
almost matched Sullivan by
shooting a 79, George Boudria
see GREAT on page 23

Jon Simonian

The golf team took second at Sterling and sixth at Taconic.

PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER

This past week, the Men's
Tennis team finished up their regular season and transitioned to
playoff
competition. The
Bantams gave a valiant effort to
end the season, despite missing
the heart of the team, and did well
at the NESCAC Tournament
despite being shorthanded.
In the midst of a three-game
slide, Trinity looked to right itself
on its home courts against Bates
last Thursday. However, family
matters called away Brian
Marsden '07, the second-ranked
player in the region. With its top
player unavailable, the team
needed to move everyone up a
slot in the lineup, meaning that
each match would be a tougher
one.
"Once we lost on Wednesday,
it basically affected everything,"
said Head Coach Paul Assaiante.
With the last minute change,
one could be excused for expecting the team to swallow a big
loss, but that wasn't the case.

INSIDE SPORTS
See how women's lacrosse
tared on page 22

Continue reading about
tennis and golf" on page 23

First year Brett Ramsey set the
example and the tone by just
barely being edged 7-6,6-4 in the
top spot. Junior co-captain
Jimrnie Ames followed suit with
another well-played loss, 6-3, 64. Fellow junior co-captain Jon
Hart, first year Tom Dolan, and
Jon McLeman '07 then put up
consecutive victories at the three
through five slots, and even sophomore William Leonard's loss at
six was close, 7-6, 6-3. The doubles matches also saw a readjustment, and proved to be the deciding point, as only the Ardes/Dolan
duo were able to win. According
to Assaiante, "the boys played
brilliantly in Marsden's absence.
They were great."
The team pushed forward
with their handicap into the weekend NESCAC Championships.
There, the loss of Marsden
proved an even greater hurt. The
tournament-style play seeds all
players in the NESCAC according to then- regular season lineup
see TENNIS on page 23

Read this week's
sports schedule in
'Sports in Brief on
page 22

